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ABSTRACT

Language Support for Real-time Data Processing

by

Lingkun Kong

Recent technological advances are causing an enormous proliferation of streaming

data, i.e., data that is generated in real time. Such data is produced at an overwhelming

rate that cannot be effectively processed using traditional techniques. This thesis

aims to provide programming language support for real-time data processing through

three approaches: (1) creating a language for specifying complex computations over

real-time data streams, (2) employing software-hardware co-design to create an efficient

accelerator for matching regular patterns in a streaming setting, and (3) designing a

programming system for parallel stream processing that guarantees the preservation

of sequential semantics.

The first part of this thesis introduces StreamQL, a high-level language for speci-

fying complex streaming computations through the composition of stream transfor-

mations. StreamQL integrates relational, dataflow, and temporal constructs, offering

an expressive and modular approach for programming streaming computations. Per-

formance comparisons against popular streaming engines show that the StreamQL

library consistently achieves higher throughput, making it a useful tool for prototyping

complex real-world streaming algorithms.

The second part of this thesis focuses on hardware acceleration for regular pattern

matching, specifically targeting the matching of regular expressions with bounded



repetitions. A hardware architecture inspired by nondeterministic counter automata

is presented. This architecture uses counter and bit vector modules to efficiently

handle bounded repetitions. A regex-to-hardware compiler provides static analysis

over regular expressions and uses the results of the analysis to translate them into

memory-efficient hardware-recognizable programs. Experimental results show that

our solution provides significant improvements in energy efficiency and area reduction

compared to existing hardware designs.

Finally, this thesis presents a novel programming system for parallelizing the

processing of streaming data on multicore CPUs while preserving the sequential

semantics. This system addresses challenges in preserving the sequential semantics

when dealing with duplicate timestamps, dynamic item rates, and non-linear task

parallelism. A Rust library called ParaStream is developed to support semantics-

preserving parallelism in stream processing. ParaStream outperforms state-of-the-art

tools in terms of single-threaded throughput and scalability. Real-world benchmarks

show substantial performance gains with increasing degrees of parallelism, highlighting

the practicality and efficiency of ParaStream.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Rapid advancements in technology have led to an enormous proliferation of streaming

data, i.e., data that is generated in real-time and at high rates. Such data arise

from diverse application domains. For example, in smart buildings [2, 3], IoT devices

continuously monitor parameters like temperature, humidity, and energy consumption,

providing real-time data that can be analyzed to optimize energy use, improve building

safety, and enhance the productivity of the occupants. In healthcare monitoring [4, 5],

wearable devices and smart medical equipment produce a continuous stream of patient

data, including heart rate, blood pressure, and other crucial health parameters.

Processing this real-time data can facilitate the early detection of potential health

issues. Smart transportation systems [6, 7] employ GPS, cameras, and road sensors

to generate real-time data for traffic management, route optimization, and accident

prevention. Smart electricity grids [8, 9] utilize sensors and smart meters to stream

data on electricity usage, enabling balance of supply and demand, and future capacity

planning. In financial market analysis [10, 11], streaming data comes from real-time

market data feeds, trading transactions, and social media sentiment analysis. Analysts

can utilize this data to make immediate investment decisions and predict market

trends. In the context of network traffic monitoring [12, 13], the continuous monitoring

and analysis of network traffic data can ensure the smooth operation of networks,

detect and respond to security incidents, and plan for future network capacity.

There are various proposals for specialized languages, compilers, and runtime
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systems that handle the processing of streaming data. Relational database systems and

SQL-based languages have been adapted to the streaming setting [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

Several systems have been developed for distributed processing of data streams,

drawing on the dataflow model of computation [20, 21, 22]. Languages for detecting

complex events in distributed systems, informed by regular expression theory and

finite-state automata, have also been proposed [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Synchronous

dataflow programming languages have been employed for streaming computations

[29, 30, 31, 32]. Additionally, various formalisms have been proposed for the runtime

verification of reactive systems, many of which are based on Temporal Logic variants

and their timed/quantitative extensions [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. A rich assortment of

languages and systems for reactive programming also exists [39, 40, 41, 42], which

focus on the development of event-driven and interactive applications such as web

programming. Moreover, regular expression matching is widely used for recognizing

patterns in data streams [43, 44], with various tools developed for matching regular

patterns, encompassing both software engines [45, 46, 47] and hardware architectures

[48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].

Although the previously mentioned methods have demonstrated efficacy within

their respective application domains, contemporary applications necessitate advanced

language support to address the following challenges: (1) enabling high-level specifi-

cations for processing streaming data, (2) providing an efficient approach to identify

regular patterns in a streaming setting, and (3) ensuring semantics-preserving paral-

lelization of streaming computations.
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1.1 Demand for High-level Specifications

Modern applications require further language support for the high-level specification

of processing over data streams. The processing of data streams typically involves

computations that integrate simple transformations, the detection of patterns, and

streaming aggregations. For example, let us consider the data streams generated by

sensors in a real-time health monitoring application (such as heart rhythm and brain

activity monitoring). These signals contain noise from various sources. Moreover, they

are mostly uneventful and interspersed with episodes of unusual activity that need to

be identified and analyzed in a timely manner. Therefore, the monitoring application

needs to perform a complex streaming computation that reduces the noise, identifies

abnormal patterns in the signals, and summarizes the most important information.

One approach for specifying the processing of streaming data is to use a low-level

imperative programming language such as C or C++. This approach quickly becomes

difficult and error-prone, as the overall computation cannot be easily expressed in

a modular way. The resulting program contains complex state-manipulating logic,

and the code is highly entangled. For this reason, it is desirable to provide language

support for assisting the programmer in specifying the application in a modular way

by composing simpler computational primitives.

However, existing approaches do not provide all the necessary abstractions for

specifying such complex computations in a natural and succinct way. For instance,

while streaming SQL and related query languages [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] focus

on relational abstractions, they lack comprehensive support for computations that

hinge on the temporal sequencing of events. Similarly, synchronous and reactive

programming languages [29, 30, 31, 32, 55, 39, 40, 41, 42], despite providing dataflow

abstractions, are less expressive when it comes to the modular specification of complex
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temporal patterns. Additionally, although monitoring formalisms rooted in Temporal

Logic [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] encompass some quantitative characteristics like timestamp

comparisons, they offer inadequate support for crucial streaming computations such

as aggregations and signal transformations.

1.2 Demand for Efficient Matching of Regular Patterns

The ever-increasing volume of streaming data across diverse domains presents the

challenge of uncovering patterns embedded within this data. These patterns contain

crucial insights, and their identification plays a vital role in a multitude of real-world

applications such as financial market analysis [10, 11], network traffic monitoring [12,

13], healthcare [4, 5], telecommunications [56], and smart infrastructure management [2,

3, 8, 9]. In numerous real-world applications, many of these patterns emerge as regular

patterns, and the matching of regular patterns has surfaced as an important technique

in many stream processing systems [57, 58, 27, 24, 59, 60, 61].

Regular patterns, whether expressed using regular expressions or finite-state au-

tomata, are widespread across an extensive range of application domains beyond

data stream processing. Regular patterns are employed in text analysis for searching,

extracting, parsing, or transforming segments of text [62, 63, 64]. Additionally, they

find applications in network security [43] for identifying signatures in network traffic

that signal intrusions or other security issues, in bioinformatics [65, 66] for denoting

DNA, RNA, or protein sequences, and in runtime verification [44, 67] for specifying

safety properties. The extensive use of regular expressions in software projects further

emphasizes their significance, as studies (e.g., [68]) indicate that 30%-40% of Java,

JavaScript, and Python software projects rely on regex matching for various purposes.

Several different techniques have been developed for matching regular patterns,
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with many relying on deterministic finite automata (DFAs) or nondeterministic finite

automata (NFAs) execution. In general, DFA-based techniques are faster, as processing

an input element requires a single memory lookup, while NFA-based techniques are

slower, as they involve extending multiple execution paths when processing an element.

However, NFAs typically offer greater memory efficiency. In fact, for some NFAs, the

minimal equivalent DFA would be exponentially larger [69].

Numerous applications require the processing of large and complex NFAs on

real-time data streams. Both high-performance computing and battery-powered

embedded applications prioritize energy and memory efficiency (in terms of memory

capacity or chip footprint needed for a given NFA). NFA processing on general-

purpose processors demands frequent, irregular, and unpredictable memory accesses,

resulting in limited throughput and high power consumption on CPU and GPU

architectures [70, 71, 72]. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) offer high-speed

processing via hardware-level parallelism but often suffer from routing congestion-

related bottlenecks [73, 74] and high power, area, and cost limitations that impede

their use in mobile and embedded devices. Even digital application-specific integrated

circuit (ASIC) accelerators face memory access bandwidth constraints that limit

parallelism [75, 76]. The latest hardware technology addressing these challenges is

in-memory architecture [54, 77, 53], which processes NFA transitions directly within

memory using massive parallelism.

Classical regular expressions (regexes) involve operators for concatenation ·, non-

deterministic choice +, and iteration (Kleene’s star) ∗. They can be translated into

NFAs whose size is linear in the size of the regex [78, 79]. However, regexes utilized

in practice often include additional features that increase their succinctness. One

such feature is counting, written as r{m,n}, which is also referred to as bounded
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repetition. The pattern r{m,n} expresses that the subpattern r is repeated between

m and n times. This counting operator is ubiquitous in practical regex use cases. The

näıve approach to handling counting operators is unfolding. For example, r{n, n} is

unfolded into r · r · · · r (n-fold concatenation) and results in an NFA of size linear in n,

potentially producing a DFA of size exponential in n. Since n can become quite large,

dealing with bounded repetition is one of the main technical challenges for effectively

utilizing hardware-based approaches to execute practical regular patterns. Existing

in-memory NFA architectures employ this näıve unfolding method to handle counting,

resulting in large memory and energy cost, which is inefficient.

1.3 Demand for Parallel Stream Processing with the Preser-

vation of Sequential Semantics

Applications handling large-scale data streams have significant scalability requirements

and can benefit from a multicore implementation of the streaming language or engine.

For instance, in applications related to high-frequency stock trading, billions of quotes

and transactions occur daily [80]. The complex analysis of such high-volume and high-

velocity data necessitates a multicore implementation capable of meeting throughput

requirements. Furthermore, applications dealing with streaming data typically demand

strict correctness, ensuring in-order processing of input items. Many workloads, such

as stock market price pattern analysis [26] and healthcare monitoring [81], demand

a semantics-preserving, or safe parallel implementation, which, as emphasized in [1],

must process items based on input order and produce results consistent with sequential

implementations.

This thesis focuses on the parallel processing of data streams using multicore CPUs.
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In this scenario, inter-thread communication is more reliable than in distributed sys-

tems, as messages or data items experience lower latency and a reduced likelihood of

loss compared to network communication. To parallelize stream processing, program-

mers often express computation as a dataflow graph, with each node corresponding to

a computation stage, where nodes communicate using FIFO channels. During compi-

lation and deployment, this dataflow graph is mapped to physical cores and processes

to achieve parallelism, thereby accelerating the overall streaming computation since

multiple nodes can compute simultaneously.

Many tools have been developed to expose parallelism in stream processing based on

dataflow graphs. However, they often lack adequate support for processing streaming

data while ensuring safety in our context, i.e., the output of parallel computation

should match that of sequential computation. For instance, distributed stream

processing systems [82, 22, 20, 83, 84], such as Storm [20], cannot preserve sequential

output order. Others, like Flink [83], utilize external APIs to reorder input item

timestamps. Synchronous dataflow (SDF) languages and models [85, 30, 86, 31, 55]

are valuable for implementing parallelism in streaming computations within the

embedded software domain. However, SDF languages typically assume fixed item

rates, implying that a given input item generates a fixed number of output items

during computation. This property enables efficient scheduling determined at compile-

time, but SDF languages inherently cannot express computations involving dynamic

item rates, where an arbitrary number of output items may be generated from a

given input item. A recent study [1] proposes a framework to ensure safe data

parallelism for streaming computations with dynamic item rates. This framework

offers multiple ordering strategies to preserve sequential semantics based on the use of

sequence numbers. However, it is insufficient to maintain sequential semantics when
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implementing computations with complex patterns of parallelism.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis aims to provide language support for real-time data processing through

three approaches: (I) creating a language for specifying complex computations over real-

time data streams, (II) developing software-hardware co-design for efficient detection

of regular patterns in a streaming setting, and (III) designing a system for parallel

stream processing with the preservation of sequential semantics.

The detailed contributions in each part are listed as follows:

Part I. We developed a novel language, called StreamQL, that simplifies the task

of specifying complex streaming computations over data streams. Unlike exist-

ing approaches that primarily focus on streams as their basic object, such as

the Observable in Rx [39], StreamQL uses stream transformations to define

how input streams are converted into output streams. By focusing on stream

transformations, StreamQL effectively integrates several valuable programming

abstractions for stream processing, including: (1) relational constructs, such

as filtering, mapping, aggregating, key-based partitioning, and windowing; (2)

dataflow constructs, like streaming/serial and parallel composition; and (3) tem-

poral constructs, which are inspired by Temporal Logic and regular expressions.

Furthermore, the composition of stream transformations enables programmers

to express streaming analyses as modular data queries, allowing for the flexible

composition of computations.

We provided an implementation of StreamQL as a lightweight, high-throughput

Java library. We compared our StreamQL implementation against popular
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open-source streaming engines. The experiments show that our implementation

consistently performs well when compared to these state-of-the-art streaming en-

gines. In benchmarks with real-world applications, the throughput of StreamQL

is consistently higher (up to 100 times) than these engines.

Part II. We proposed software and hardware co-design for integrating counting

modules into state-of-the-art in-memory NFA architectures. This approach opti-

mizes the memory and energy efficiency of NFA processing with counting while

maintaining the performance advantages offered by in-memory architectures.

By developing innovative methods to handle the counting construct, we can

enhance the effectiveness of hardware-based approaches for executing regular

patterns in various real-world applications.

In particular, we proposed a novel notion called counter-unambiguity to identify

instances of bounded repetition that can be handled with a small amount of

memory. We provided an efficient algorithm for analyzing counter-(un)ambiguity

over regular expressions that arise in several application domains. We developed

a compiler that translates POSIX-style regular expressions into high-level pro-

gramming specifications used by the hardware, where the compiler first performs

the static analysis for checking counter-(un)ambiguity and then leverages the

analysis results to produce a low-level description of the automaton. We pro-

posed a hardware design that augments the prior NFA-based CAMA architecture

[53] with counter and bit vector modules. This architecture achieves substantial

energy (up to 76%) and area (up to 58%) reductions compared to prior designs.

Part III. We proposed a novel ordering strategy for data items that leverages

signatures, which consist of a series of sequence numbers that unambiguously
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define the data processing order. We have developed a novel programming system

using this signature-based approach, capable of preserving sequential semantics.

This system enables programmers to effortlessly develop semantics-preserving

parallel programs for expressing complex patterns of parallelism.

We implemented this system as a lightweight Rust library called ParaStream,

which consists of a comprehensive set of operators for describing streaming

computations executed by a node in the dataflow graph. Our algorithms for

preserving sequential semantics are implemented on top of each node, allowing

users to program their computations with semantics-preserving parallelism

without the need of implementing low-level item reordering algorithms. We have

compared this library to state-of-the-art engines for the efficient processing of

data streams. The benchmarking results show that ParaStream consistently

provides higher throughput than state-of-the-art tools in single-threaded settings

and more substantial speedups with increasing degrees of parallelism.

The work in this thesis was done in close collaboration with my advisor, Kon-

stantinos Mamouras, and other collaborators: particularly Qixuan Yu, Agnishom

Chattopadhyay, Alexis Le Glaunec, and Kaiyuan Yang for works related to the match-

ing of regular expressions. Qixuan and Kaiyuan lent their expertise to help complete

the design of the hardware architecture, as presented in Chapter 4. Different chapters

of this thesis correspond to several of my publications, as referenced [87, 88, 89].

My work is implemented in open-source tools:

• StreamQL∗ is a query language for efficient data stream processing.

∗https://ohyoukillkenny.github.io/source/streamql.html

https://ohyoukillkenny.github.io/source/streamql.html
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• C-Ambiguity Checker† is a tool that can provide a static analysis over regexes

to determine whether a regex is counter-(un)ambiguous.

1.5 Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 provides a review of related literature and introduces the necessary notation

and background. The technical part of this thesis has been split into three sections.

Chapter 3 presents the design and the implementation of the StreamQL language.

Chapter 4 shows our software-hardware co-design for efficient in-memory regular

pattern matching. Chapter 5 presents the programming system used for parallel

stream processing with the preservation of sequential semantics. Finally, Chapter 6

concludes this thesis.

†https://ohyoukillkenny.github.io/source/regexchecker.html

https://ohyoukillkenny.github.io/source/regexchecker.html
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Works

This chapter surveys related work, introducing requisite notation and background. It

covers languages and tools for stream processing, studies on regular expression match-

ing, and research on maintaining sequential semantics in parallel stream processing.

2.1 Languages and Tools for Stream Processing

2.1.1 Streaming Database Systems

A large body of work exists on streaming database systems such as STREAM [90],

Aurora [16], Borealis [18], CACQ [91], TelegraphCQ [17], Niagara [92], Gigascope [12],

Nile [93], Microsoft’s CEDR [94], and StreamInsight [95]. The languages supported

by these database systems (for example, CQL [19]) are typically variants of SQL with

additional streaming constructs for sliding windows. These languages are limited in

their ability to perform computations that depend on the order of arrival of data

items, such as detecting complex patterns.

2.1.2 Distributed Stream Processing Systems

Numerous distributed stream processing systems are based on the distributed dataflow

model of computation, including S4 [96], IBM Streams [6], MapReduce Online [97],

Storm [20], Summingbird [98], Heron [21], Naiad [82], Spark Streaming [22, 99], Flink

[83], Google’s MillWheel [100], Samza [101], and Beam [84]. Many of these systems,
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such as Storm, Heron, and Samza, provide a low-level API for specifying a dataflow

graph of operators, with each operator defined as an event-handling function. Others,

including IBM Streams, Spark Streaming, Flink, and Beam, offer higher-level APIs

for describing streaming computations. IBM Streams and Flink include specialized

pattern detection operators based on regular expressions. All these systems aim to

achieve high throughput, scalability, load balancing, load shedding, fault tolerance,

and recovery. For instance, Spark Streaming utilizes micro-batches to ensure high

throughput and fault recovery guarantees.

2.1.3 Complex Event Processing

Complex Event Processing (CEP) languages and tools focus on detecting complex

patterns within event streams. These languages often rely on regular expressions [25]

and are implemented using variants of finite-state automata [57, 58, 27, 24, 59, 60, 61]

or evaluation trees [102, 103, 104, 105]. Several streaming engines, such as Trill

[106], Esper [107], Siddhi [108], Flink [28], Oracle Stream Analytics [109], and IBM

Streams [6], offer specialized operators or extensions for CEP. A typical issue with

CEP implementations is the need to explore all possible input stream parse trees

that match a regular expression, which can lead to an exponential blowup in memory

requirements in the worst case.

2.1.4 Lightweight Streaming Engines

Several lightweight streaming engines are implemented as libraries within a general-

purpose host language, enabling easy integration with other systems and allowing

existing code to be repurposed for application-specific tasks. Microsoft’s Trill [106]

is a high-performance streaming library that utilizes a batched-columnar data rep-
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resentation and dynamic compilation. Trill accommodates out-of-order events and

offers extensions for pattern matching and signal processing [110, 57, 111]. Esper

[107] and Siddhi [108] are lightweight engines for CEP and streaming analytics, pro-

viding a rich set of operators, including SQL-based constructs, windows, and pattern

matching. Java Stream [112] and Stream Fusion [113] deliver a simpler streaming API

for processing static data collections. NetQRE [114] and StreamQRE [115] integrate

unambiguous regular expressions with quantitative calculations and other streaming

constructs like streaming composition [116]. The core of these two languages is related

to transducers with registers capable of holding values [117, 118, 119] and other related

models [120]. InfluxDB [121] is a database system optimized for time-series data and

implements two query languages: (1) InfluxQL, based on SQL syntax, and (2) Flux

[122], featuring a more functional syntax.

2.1.5 Reactive Programming

The survey paper [123] explores various approaches to reactive programming. Func-

tional reactive programming (FRP) focuses on the transformation of time-varying

values (signals), with early representative languages including Fran [40] and Yampa

[124]. Several subsequent frameworks embed FRP in imperative languages, such as

Flapjax [125], Frappé [41], and Scala.React [42]. FRP has primarily been used in

developing event-driven and interactive applications like GUIs. Elm [126] is a practical

FRP language designed for the easy creation of responsive GUIs. Libraries such as Rx

[127, 39], Reactor [128], and Akka Streams [129] share similarities with FRP languages

but deal with event streams instead of signals. These libraries present data streams

as push-based collections (e.g., Observable in Rx) and provide APIs for transforming

these streams.
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2.1.6 Signal Processing on Streams

The WaveScope project [130, 131] highlights the need to combine event-stream pro-

cessing with signal processing for applications that make use of sensor-generated data

streams. TrillDSP [111] extends Trill with signal processing functionality. LifeStream

[132] is a stream processing engine for physiological data, offering comprehensive

temporal query language support for signal processing.

2.2 Matching of Regular Expressions

2.2.1 Regular Expression with Bounded Repetition

Regular expressions, often abbreviated as regex or regexp, represent a widely used

formalism for describing regular patterns. Classical regular expressions involve con-

structs for nondeterministic choice r1|r2, concatenation r1 · r2, and Kleene’s star r∗

(repetition of r zero or more times). They can be translated into NFAs whose size is

linear in the size of the regex [78, 79].

In practice, the syntax of regular expressions is often extended with more features

for convenience and succinctness, such as character classes for describing sets of

letters/symbols (e.g., [ab] and [0−9]), the construct r? for indicating that the pattern

r is optional, and Kleene’s plus r+ (repetition of r at least once). The construct of

bounded repetition (i.e., counting), which is written as r{m,n} and describes the

repetition of r from m to n times, can be translated using concatenation and ? but

makes regular expressions exponentially more succinct. In practice, r{n} is written as

the abbreviation for r{n, n}. The expression r{n, } = r{n}r∗ describes the repetition

of r at least n times. The construct of bounded repetition is ubiquitous in practical

use cases of regexes. For example, it is extremely common in datasets for network
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intrusion detection [133, 134] and motif search in biological sequences [135, 65]. The

näıve approach for dealing with bounded repetition is to rewrite it by unfolding. For

example, r{n} is unfolded into r · r · · · r (n-fold concatenation) and results in an NFA

of size linear in n (and therefore can produce a DFA of size exponential in n).

Formalization of Regular Expressions with Bounded Repetition

Let Σ be a finite alphabet. This thesis considers a set of regular expressions, which

we call Regex, over Σ. Regex is the smallest set that satisfies the following properties:

1. Regex contains the expression ε (regex that recognizes the empty string).

2. Regex contains every predicate σ over the alphabet (i.e., σ ⊆ Σ).

3. For every r, r1, r2 ∈ Regex, r1 · r2 ∈ Regex (concatenation), r1|r2 ∈ Regex

(nondeterministic choice) and r∗ ∈ Regex (Kleene’s star).

4. For every r ∈ Regex and all integers m,n with 0 ≤ m ≤ n, r{m,n} ∈ Regex.

The concatenation symbol is sometimes omitted, i.e., r1 · r2 sometimes is written as

r1r2. The interpretation of a regex r is a language L(r) ⊆ Σ∗, which is defined in the

standard way.

Notation for Character Classes

A predicate over the alphabet is also called a character class. The predicate Σ contains

all symbols in the alphabet. When we use a symbol a ∈ Σ in a regex, it should be

understood as the singleton predicate {a} ⊆ Σ. The notation [a1 . . . an] is used for

representing the predicate {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ Σ. We write [ˆa1 . . . an] for the predicate

Σ \ {a1, . . . , an} that contains all symbols except for a1, . . . , an.
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2.2.2 Regular Expression Matching on Software

There are several approaches for implementing the matching of regular expressions on

software (i.e., CPU). The regex matching engines of many programming languages

such as Java, .NET, Python, and JavaScript use backtracking search. For some

regexes, these engines need time that is exponential in the size of the input text. For

other regexes, backtracking engines may need time that is polynomial in the length

of the input text, but the polynomial has degree at least 2. This is a lot worse than

Thompson’s algorithm [78], which has time complexity O(m ·n), where m is the size of

the regular expression and n is the size of the input text. The benefit of backtracking

is the simplicity of its implementation and the ease with which advanced features (e.g.,

lookaround [136] and backreferences [137]) can be added.

Many modern regex engines are based on the classical theory of automata. They

employ DFAs or NFAs, or both [63, 45, 47]. DFA-based algorithms perform a memory

lookup when receiving an input symbol to execute the transition of the automaton.

This makes them fast, because they need O(1) time per symbol. One potential problem

is that the representation of the DFA might require a large amount of memory. For

many patterns that arise in practice, their encoding as NFAs can be substantially

more compact that their encoding as DFAs. In fact, it is known that there are families

of patterns for which minimal DFAs are exponentially larger than equivalent NFAs

[69]. The downside with NFAs is that their execution is less efficient in terms of time

complexity. NFA execution involves maintaining a set of active states, which represent

several possible execution paths, and performing at every step a transition for each

one of the currently active states. So, for every step, this may involve work that is

proportional to the number of states of the NFA.
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2.2.3 Regular Expression Matching on Hardware

Software-based implementations of regular pattern matching often explore this trade-

off between time- and memory-efficiency that we described in the previous subsection.

There are also hardware-based implementations that make use of the inherent paral-

lelism that is available in hardware, where circuit elements compute independently

and in parallel. There are several proposals that use field-programmable gate arrays

(FPGAs) to support the matching of regexes [138, 139, 140, 73, 74, 141, 142, 143]. A

number of digital application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) accelerators [52] have

been designed to achieve high throughput for regex matching. The IBM RegX [76]

accelerator expands on the concept of representing regexes with compressed DFAs

[144, 145, 146] and its parallelized architecture enhances performance on large work-

loads. The Automata Processor (AP), introduced in [54], is a reconfigurable ASIC

hardware based on bit-parallelism [147] that simulates NFAs in parallel. SparseAP

[148] enables AP to efficiently execute large-scale applications. AP can support numer-

ous regexes found in real-life applications [70, 149], but provides limited support for

regexes with counting (when upper bounds exceed 512, they are considered unbounded

[150]). Other significant ASIC works are based on the Aho-Corasick algorithm [151],

including [51], HAWK [75], and HARE [152]. Moreover, there are several works that

implement regex matching algorithms on GPUs [153, 154, 48, 155, 156]. Hardware

offers the memory-efficiency of NFAs without a penalty in execution time, since NFA

transitions from active states are explored in parallel in one step.

2.2.4 Automata With Counters

Previous studies have proposed automata with counters for efficiently handling regular

expressions with bounded repetitions (i.e., counting). XFA extends traditional DFA
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with counters to reduce memory requirements when representing regular expressions

with bounded repetitions [157]. Similarly, counting-NFA [144] extends NFA for dealing

with counting in regular expressions. The determinization of a class of counter

automata is considered in [158]. This determinization produces smaller automata

than standard determinization into DFAs. The work of [158] is extended in [159]

and the CA regex engine, which handles bounded repetition using a specialized

algorithm, is presented. The CA engine uses a class of automata with counters, called

“counting automata” (CAs), which are nondeterministic, to represent patterns. CAs

are converted into deterministic “counting-set automata” (CsAs). Using CsAs, the

work of [159] develops an algorithm to efficiently handle certain cases of bounded

repetition. One issue with the approach of [159] is that the automata underlying the

matching algorithm may over-approximate the language of the pattern, potentially

resulting in false matches.

2.3 Semantics-preserving Parallel Stream Processing

2.3.1 Classical Parallel Programming Models

Several classical parallel programming models have been developed to parallelize serial

programs for general applications. OpenMP [160] uses directives like critical and

atomic to design safe programs. Cilk [161, 162], a parallel C-like language, can avoid

data races with specific data structures called hyperobjects. X10 [163], a Java-based

language, requires static analysis to identify parallel tasks that may lead to data races.

The MPI library [164] offers communication and distribution primitives for programs

running on large clusters.
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2.3.2 Kahn Process Networks

Dataflow programming models are extensively utilized in parallel computing and

distributed systems, wherein a program is decomposed into nodes that communicate

exclusively through First-In-First-Out (FIFO) channels. The history of the dataflow

model can be traced back to Petri nets [165, 166] followed by several pioneering studies

on the dataflow model [167, 168]. Kahn Process Networks (KPN) [169] is one of

the prominent dataflow programming models. KPN operates by decomposing the

computation into independent processes or nodes that interact solely through FIFO

channels. When a KPN node is scheduled for execution, it becomes challenging to

ascertain the precise number of data items it will read from or write to its input or

output channels. Consequently, determining buffer sizes and scheduling the activation

of nodes cannot be statically determined. Moreover, there is no guarantee that a KPN

program can be executed using finite memory.

2.3.3 Synchronous Dataflow Programming Models

In the pursuit of achieving static predictability of boundedness, researchers have

explored various models and languages. One such variant is the synchronous dataflow

programming model, also known as SDF [85], which effectively is the restriction of

KPN. In SDF, the programmer specifies, for each node, the static number of data items

the node reads or writes on each of its input or output channels during activation.

The SDF models are useful for explicitly identifying the parallelism present in

streaming computations that arise in the embedded software domain, such as signal

processing [85] and embedded controller design [30, 86, 31, 170]. The StreamIt

language, in particular, provides a general framework for streaming signal processing

with efficient execution on multicore architectures [55].
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2.3.4 Actors and Active Objects

Various languages employ actors and active objects for parallel computation. Ac-

tors [171] are single-threaded entities that communicate asynchronously, while active

objects [172] merge actors and object-oriented programming concepts, using asyn-

chronous method invocation for communication. Erlang [173] is a prominent actor

language known for massive parallelism and industry use. Rebeca [174, 175] is an actor-

based language for modeling and verifying concurrent and distributed systems. There

are also other languages based on the use of actors, which includes ABS [176], ASP [177],

Encore [178], etc. The actor community has mitigated the inherited nondeterminism

of actors and associated bugs through advanced debugging tools [179, 180, 181, 182],

while Lingua Franca [183], a reactor-based language, augments mainstream languages

with a concurrency model for exploiting parallelism without nondeterminism.

2.3.5 Algorithmic Skeletons

Algorithmic skeletons [184] abstract common patterns of parallel computation. Using

skeletons, programmers can express parallel computations using a composition language

that assembles basic sequential blocks. Classic parallel programming patterns, like

map, reduce, pipeline, farm, and divide and conquer are used for skeleton composition.

Libraries such as ASSIST [185], Calcium [186], Eden [187], Muskel [188], P 3L [189],

Skandium [190], etc., offer various algorithmic skeletons for parallel programming. The

determinism of the parallel computation is not the primary focus in the design of the

algorithmic skeletons. However, several skeleton programs are inherently deterministic

due to independent sequential skeletons and composition operations.
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2.3.6 Lightweight Libraries for Parallel Stream Processing

There are several lightweight parallel streaming libraries that are implemented as

libraries within a general-purpose host language. Microsoft’s Trill [106] is a high-

performance streaming library that employs a batched-columnar data representation

and dynamic compilation. Trill provides streaming generalizations of the classic

MapReduce operations with temporal support to allow parallel stream processing.

Inspired by Trill’s columnar store and bit-vector design, StreamBox [191, 192, 193]

exploits the parallelism and memory hierarchy of modern multicore hardware with

more efficient data structures to support high-performance stream processing. Java

Stream [112] and PLINQ [194] provide streaming APIs. PLINQ provides mechanisms

to reorder the output data generated by multiple worker threads during parallel data

processing.

2.3.7 Correctness of Parallel Stream Processing

To ensure the correctness for parallel stream processing, many existing works fo-

cus on the testing of batch processing programs under the MapReduce framework

[195, 196, 197] and of general dataflow or stream-processing programs [198, 199]. There

are also language-based approaches that enforce correct (i.e., semantics-preserving)

parallelization in stream processing programs [1, 200, 201, 202]. In particular, [1] has

presented a runtime system that is capable to preserve the sequential semantics in the

presence of operators that can be stateful and have dynamic item rates. Moreover,

[202] proposes dependency-guided synchronization (DGS), which is an alternative

programming model for streaming computations with complex synchronization re-

quirements. DGS requires users to specify the dependency relation between input

events and decomposes the input stream using the fork-join operations [203, 204].
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Chapter 3

Language Design for Stream Processing

3.1 Motivation

The emergence of new technologies, notably the Internet of Things (IoT), has led to a

significant increase in the amount of streaming data. This type of data is created in

real time and at high rates. Such data arise in various application domains, such as

smart buildings [2, 3], healthcare monitoring [4, 5], smart transportation [6, 7], smart

electricity grids [8, 9], financial market analysis [10, 11], telecommunications [56], and

network traffic monitoring [12, 13].

There are various proposals for specialized languages, compilers, and runtime

systems that deal with the processing of streaming data. Relational database systems

and SQL-based languages have been adapted to handle streaming data [14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19]. Several systems have been designed for the distributed processing of data

streams using the dataflow model of computation [20, 21, 22]. Languages for detecting

complex events in streaming data, which draw on the theory of regular expressions and

finite-state automata, have also been proposed [23, 24, 25, 26]. Synchronous dataflow

programming languages [29, 30, 31, 32] have been used for streaming computations

in embedded systems. Several formalisms for the runtime verification of reactive

systems have been proposed, many of which use variants of Temporal Logic and its

timed/quantitative extensions [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Finally, there exists a wide range

of languages and systems for reactive programming [39, 40, 41, 42], which focus on
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creating event-driven and interactive applications.

While the approaches mentioned above have proven effective in their respective

fields of application, modern applications demand further language support for the

high-level specification of processing over data streams. The processing of such

data typically involves computations that integrate simple transformations, pattern

detection, and streaming aggregations. For instance, in a real-time health monitoring

application, data streams from sensors, such as heart rhythm and brain activity,

often contain noise and uneventful data mixed with unusual activity. Therefore, the

monitoring application needs to perform complex streaming computations to reduce

noise, identify abnormal patterns, and summarize the most important information.

Using a low-level imperative programming language like C or C++ for processing

streaming data can be complex and prone to errors, as it is challenging to express the

overall computation in a modular fashion. The resulting program contains complex

state-manipulating logic and the code is highly entangled. Hence, it is desirable

to provide language support that helps programmers to specify the computation in

a modular way by composing simpler computational primitives. However, existing

approaches do not provide all the necessary abstractions for specifying such complex

computations in a natural and succinct way. For example, streaming SQL and related

query languages focus on relational abstractions, but they provide limited support

for computations that rely on the temporal sequencing of events. The synchronous

and reactive languages offer dataflow abstractions, but they are less suitable for the

modular specification of complex temporal patterns. Monitoring formalisms based

on Temporal Logic include quantitative features like timestamp comparisons and

simple value thresholds, but they offer little support for aggregations and signal

transformations.
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3.2 Contributions

This thesis presents StreamQL (Streaming Query Language), a language designed to

simplify complex streaming computations over real-time data. This proposed language

diverges from existing proposals, in which the fundamental component is the data

stream such as the Observable in Rx [39] and the IStreamable in Trill [106]. Instead,

the basic object of StreamQL is the stream transformation, which describes how

each input stream is transformed into an output stream. StreamQL provides a novel

fusion of several useful programming abstractions for stream processing: (1) relational

constructs (such as filtering, mapping, aggregating, key-based partitioning, and win-

dowing), (2) dataflow constructs (such as streaming/serial and parallel composition),

and (3) temporal constructs that are inspired from Temporal Logic and regular ex-

pressions. Beyond providing these abstractions, StreamQL empowers programmers

with a modular approach for specifying streaming analyses. The language constructs

offered in StreamQL are freely composable, allowing a flexible combination of different

computations.

In StreamQL, a stream transformation is captured syntactically with a query.

We classify queries according to their input/output type in order to guarantee that

composite queries (i.e., queries that result from the composition of simpler queries)

are well-formed. We write f : Q(A,B) to indicate that the query f processes an input

stream with items of type A and produces an output stream with items of type B.

A stream is typically viewed as an unbounded sequence of data items (elements). A

key feature of StreamQL is that it generalizes this notion of a stream by allowing the

occurrence of a distinguished symbol □, called end-of-stream marker, that signals the

termination of the stream. This is useful not only because there are certain streams

that indeed terminate (e.g., when reading lines from a text file), but more importantly
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because it allows us to decompose unbounded streams into finite regions: each finite

region can be viewed as a stream that eventually terminates. Such decompositions of

streams are essential for the modular description of complex streaming computations.

A key design feature of StreamQL is that a query can halt (terminate), even before the

input stream has terminated. After a query has halted, then our language allows the

computation to proceed according to some other query, thus varying the computation

over time. This novel feature of StreamQL enhances modularity by enabling the

unrestricted composition of temporal and dataflow/relational operators.

StreamQL has an expressive set of combinators for describing common stream

processing primitives, as well as rich forms of composition. The primitive queries

map, filter, reduce and aggr describe basic streaming operators for transforming,

filtering, and aggregating streams. The combinator groupBy supports the key-based

partitioning of a stream and independent computation over disjoint sub-streams, which

is similar to the Group-By construct in database query languages. The windowing

combinators tWindow (tumbling) and sWindow (sliding) facilitate the specification

of computations that operate on finite spans of an unbounded data stream. The

combinators ≫ (streaming/serial composition) and par (parallel composition) allow

the programmer to describe a complex computation as a directed acyclic graph of

independent tasks, which facilitates modular specification and exposes pipeline and

task parallelism. The atomic queries takeUntil, skipUntil and search are used to

identify simple single-event patterns in a stream. They are inspired from the Until

connective of Temporal Logic. The combinators seq (temporal sequencing) and iter

(temporal iteration) are useful for describing time-varying analyses and detecting

complex temporal patterns. The constructs seq and iter can be viewed as stream-

transforming analogs of concatenation and Kleene’s star from regular expressions.
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The StreamQL language has a formal denotational semantics. A query f : Q(A,B)

represents a monotone function A∗ · {ε,□} → B∗ · {ε,□}, where ∗ is Kleene’s star,

ε is the empty string, and · is string concatenation. The monotonicity requirement

captures a key requirement of streaming computation: an output item cannot be

retracted after it has been emitted to the output. Every combinator of StreamQL has

a denotational semantic analog, which provides unambiguous meaning for the entire

language and thus validates the language design.

We provided an implementation of StreamQL as a lightweight Java library. We use

an explicit mechanism to reset the streaming computation, which allows us to reuse the

allocated memory when performing operations that involve stream decomposition. In

addition to the core combinators, the implementation provides support for aggregation

(e.g., median and general percentiles), efficient algorithms for sliding windows, signal-

processing primitives such as FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), FIR (Finite Impulse

Response) filters, IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filters, and several common stream

processing idioms. We have used the library to specify real-world streaming applications

for health monitoring.

We compare our StreamQL implementation against three popular open-source

streaming engines: RxJava [205], Reactor [128], and Siddhi [108]. The experiments

show that our implementation consistently performs well when compared to these

state-of-the-art streaming engines. In benchmarks with real-world applications, the

throughput of StreamQL is 1.1–10 times higher than RxJava, 1.2–20 times higher

than Reactor, and 5–100 times higher than Siddhi.

The main contribution of this work lies in defining language abstractions for data

stream processing that balance the following desirable characteristics:

• They provide clear formal semantics.
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Figure 3.1 : (a) Electrocardiogram or ECG, (b) ECG with annotated signal peaks, (c)
Pattern for peak detection.

• They give rise to an expressive and compositional language.

• They enable an efficient lightweight implementation.

The key design choice of StreamQL is to base the language on stream transformations

that can potentially halt (instead of nested streams) and combinators on them. With

respect to the implementation, a key idea is the introduction of an execution model that

is essentially a stream transducer [206] that receives a special control signal for resetting

its internal state. We have used this model to provide an efficient implementation of

the language that avoids common sources of computational overheads that are present

in related streaming languages.

3.3 Overview of StreamQL

To provide an overview of StreamQL, we will examine the processing of an electrocar-

diogram (ECG), which is a cardiac signal from a patient. We will particularly focus

on the problem of peak detection in the ECG, which equates to detecting heartbeats.

This problem has gained considerable attention in the realm of biomedical engineering

[207, 208], as it underpins numerous analyses performed on cardiac data.

Figure 3.1(a) shows part of an ECG, which is the electrical cardiac signal recorded
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on the surface of the skin near the heart. The horizontal axis is time and the vertical

axis is voltage. A simple but effective procedure for detecting the peaks consists of

three stages: (1) smoothing the signal to eliminate high-frequency noise, (2) taking

the derivative of the smoothed signal to calculate the slope, and (3) finding the peaks

using both the raw measurements and the derivatives.

smooth deriv detect
x(n) y(n) z(n)

Figure 3.1(b) shows a short snippet (about 3 seconds) of an ECG signal, where the

gray line corresponds to the input time series x(n), the green line is the smoothed

data y(n) = (x(n− 2) + 2x(n− 1) + 4x(n) + 2x(n+ 1) + x(n+ 2))/10, and the blue

line is the derivative z(n) = y(n)− y(n− 1). A straightforward algorithm for detecting

the peaks is to find the first occurrence (let us say at time i) where the derivative

z(n) exceeds a pre-defined threshold hTh, followed by the first occurrence after i (let

us say at time j) where the derivative z(n) becomes less than a threshold lTh. Time

point i is located on the ascending slope towards the peak, and time point j is located

on the descending slope after the peak. So, the exact peak location can be found by

searching for the maximum value of the original x(n) time series in the interval from i

to j. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 3.1(c). Every time a peak is identified, this

detection procedure is reset and repeated.

This motivating example shows that the detection of complex patterns requires

the transformation of the data stream (e.g., smoothing and differentiation) to enrich it

with extra information. For this reason, the basic concept in the design of StreamQL

is the stream transformation, which specifies how an input stream is transformed

into an output stream. A query is a syntactic description of a stream transformation.

Every query f has a type Q(A,B), where A is the type of input data items, and B is
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Table 3.1 : Map, Filter, Aggregate, and Reduce.

input: ⟨2.5, 1⟩ ⟨0.8, 2⟩ ⟨3.5, 3⟩ ⟨0.9, 4⟩ □
f output: 5.0 1.6 7.0 1.8 □
g output: ⟨2.5, 1⟩ ⟨3.5, 3⟩ □
h output: 2.5 3.3 6.8 7.7 □
k output: 7.7 □

the type of the output data items. We write f : Q(A,B) to indicate that f is of type

Q(A,B).

A stream is typically viewed as an unbounded sequence of data items. We consider

here a generalization of this notion of streams by assuming that the stream can

potentially contain an occurrence of a special □ symbol, called end-of-stream marker,

that signals the end of the stream. We say that a stream is terminated if it ends with

□. As we will see later, the introduction of the end-of-stream marker allows us to

define stream transformations that operate only on finite parts of the stream, which

is useful for the modular specification of complex streaming computations such as

time-varying analyses.

We will proceed to present the basic programming constructs of the StreamQL

language. We will start with some simple primitives, and we will gradually build up

toward the more complex combinators (i.e., composition constructs) of the language.

Finally, we will conclude this section with a complete description of the ECG peak

detection algorithm.

Primitive Constructs: Map, Filter, Aggregate, and Reduce

Suppose that the input stream is a real-valued discrete-time signal. The type of

the input data items is a record type VT = {val : V, ts : T}, where V is the type

of scalar values (e.g., real numbers) and T is the type of time points (e.g., natural
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numbers). The map query f = map(x -> 2 · x.val) has type Q(VT, V) and represents

the transformation that outputs the double of the value of each item. The argument

x -> 2 · x.val is a lambda expression that defines a function of type VT→ V. The filter

query g = filter(x -> x.val ≥ 2.0), of type Q(VT, VT), filters out those items with a

value less than 2.0 and keeps the rest. The lambda expression x -> x.val ≥ 2.0 is a

predicate on VT. The aggregation query h = aggr(0.0, (x, y) -> x+ y.val) : Q(VT, V)

represents the running sum of the values in the input stream. The first argument

0.0 : V is the initial aggregate value, and the second argument is a binary function of

type V × VT → V that specifies how to aggregate each input data item. The reduce

query k = reduce(0.0, (x, y) -> x+ y.val), of type Q(VT, V), is similar to the running

aggregation query h, with the difference that it only emits the total aggregate when

the input stream terminates. Table 3.1 shows the execution of the queries f, g, h, k,

where time progresses in the left-to-right direction. For a function op : A× A→ A,

we also consider the variants aggr(op), reduce(op) : Q(A,A), which do not need an

initial aggregate (the first item of the input serves this purpose). The most general

variants take a function init : A → B for initialization (using the first item of the

input) and an aggregation function op : B × A→ B.

Key-based Partitioning

Let us consider an input stream with items of type IV = {id : ID, val : V}, where ID

is a type of the identifier. Suppose that we have written a query f : Q(IV, B) that

computes an aggregate of items with a fixed identifier, i.e. under the assumption

that all the items of the input stream have the same identifier. Then, to compute

this aggregate across all identifiers, the most natural way is to partition the input

stream by a key, the identifier field id in this case, and supply the corresponding
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Table 3.2 : Key-based partitioning.

input: ⟨a, 3⟩ ⟨b, 5⟩ ⟨a, 1⟩ ⟨c, 2⟩ ⟨c, 1⟩ ⟨a, 4⟩ □
group a: ⟨a, 3⟩ ⟨a, 1⟩ ⟨a, 4⟩ □
group b: ⟨b, 5⟩ □
group c: ⟨c, 2⟩ ⟨c, 1⟩ □

g output: 3 5 4 2 3 8 □

projected sub-stream to a copy of f. This construct is called key-based partitioning and

it is described by the query g = groupBy(x -> x.id, f) : Q(IV, B). The first argument

x -> x.id is a function of type IV → ID that specifies the partitioning key, and f

describes the computation that will be independently performed on each sub-stream.

If we choose f = aggr(0, (x, y) -> x + y.val) : Q(IV, V) to be a running sum, then

the query g = groupBy(x -> x.id, f) : Q(IV, V) performs the computation shown in

Table 3.2.

Constructs: Tumbling & Sliding Windows

The so-called windowing constructs are used to partition an unbounded stream into

finite fragments called windows and perform computations on each one of them

independently. The tumbling window combinator splits the stream into contiguous

non-overlapping regions. For a query f : Q(A,B) and a natural number n ≥ 1, the

query tWindow(n, f) applies f to tumbling windows of size n. The sliding window

combinator splits the stream into overlapping regions. For a query f : Q(A,B)

and natural numbers n, s with 1 ≤ s < n, the query sWindow(n, s, f) applies f to

windows of size n with a new window starting every s items. Let us consider now

the query f = reduce(0, (x, y) -> x + y) : Q(V, V), which calculates the total sum of

a terminated stream. Table 3.3 illustrates tWindow and sWindow. We also provide

variants of the windowing constructs that allow the programmer to specify a function
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Table 3.3 : Tumbling and sliding windows.

input: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 □
tWindow(2, f) output: 3 7 11 15 □
tWindow(3, f) output: 6 15 □

sWindow(2, 1, f) output: 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 □
sWindow(3, 1, f) output: 6 9 12 15 18 21 □
sWindow(3, 2, f) output: 6 12 18 □

Table 3.4 : Streaming (serial) composition.

input: ⟨2.5, 1⟩ ⟨0.8, 2⟩ ⟨3.5, 3⟩ ⟨0.9, 4⟩ □
f output: 2.5 0.8 3.5 0.9 □

f≫ g output: 2.5 2.5 3.5 3.5 □

op : An → B to summarize the contents of a window of size n, as in tWindow(n, op)

and sWindow(n, s, op). For example, the query sWindow(3, 1, (x, y, z) -> (x+ y+ z)/3)

computes the sliding (moving) average over windows of size 3.

Streaming/Serial Composition

A natural construct for streaming computation is to compose queries f : Q(A,B) and

g : Q(B,C) so that the output items produced by f are supplied as input to g. This is

denoted by pipeline(f, g) : Q(A,C), which we abbreviate as f≫g. We call this query

the streaming or serial composition of f and g. This construct generalizes to more

than two arguments. It is useful for setting up a complex computation as a pipeline of

stages. Consider the queries f = map(x->x.val) : Q(VT, V) and g = aggr(max) : Q(V, V).

The query f≫ g : Q(VT, V) computes the running maximum (see Table 3.4).
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Table 3.5 : Parallel composition.

input: 10 20 30 40 50 □
f output: 10 30 60 100 150 □
g output: 1 2 3 4 5 □

par(f, g) output: 10 1 30 2 60 3 100 4 150 5 □
h output: 10 15 20 25 30 □

Parallel Composition

We introduce a construct for executing multiple queries in parallel on the same

input stream and combining their results. For queries f and g of type Q(A,B), the

query par(f, g) : Q(A,B) describes the following computation: The input stream

is duplicated with one copy sent to f and one copy sent to g. The queries f and

g compute in parallel, and their outputs are merged (specifically, interleaved) to

produce the final output. Using the running sum query f = aggr(+) and the

running count query g = aggr(0, (x, y) -> x+ 1), both of type Q(V, V), the query

h = par(f, g)≫ tWindow(2, (x, y) -> x/y) : Q(V, V) computes the running average (see

Table 3.5). The par construct generalizes to several arguments.

Temporal Constructs

As mentioned before, the end-of-stream marker □ indicates the end of a stream. When

a query emits □ to the output we say that it halts, because it cannot produce any

more output. All the query examples that we have seen so far have the property

that they halt exactly when they encounter □ in the input stream. By lifting this

restriction we can support queries that can halt early. This is useful (1) for varying

a streaming computation as time progresses and (2) for detecting complex temporal

patterns.
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Table 3.6 : Take, Skip, Ignore, and Search.

input: 1 2 3 4 5 □
takeUntil(x -> x ≥ 4) output: 1 2 3 4 □

take(3) output: 1 2 3 □
skipUntil(x -> x ≥ 4) output: 4 5 □

skip(2) output: 3 4 5 □
ignore() output: □
ignore(3) output: □

search(x -> x ≥ 2) output: 2 □

The query takeUntil(p) : Q(A,A), where p is a predicate over A, computes like

the identity transformation while there is no occurrence of an item satisfying p in

the input. When it encounters the first item satisfying p, it emits it to the output

and halts. A similar query is take(n) : Q(A,A), where n ≥ 1 is an integer, which

echoes the first n items of the input stream to the output and then halts. The query

skipUntil(p) : Q(A,A), for a predicate p on A, emits no output while the input

contains no item satisfying p. When the first item satisfying p is seen, it emits it to

the output and continues to compute like the identity transformation. The query

skip(n) : Q(A,A), for an integer n ≥ 1, emits no output for the first n input items, and

then proceeds to echo the rest of the input stream. The query ignore() : Q(A,A) emits

empty output for all input items and halts for the end-of-stream marker. The query

ignore(n) : Q(A,A), for an integer n ≥ 1, emits no output for the first n input items

and then immediately halts. For a predicate p on A, the query search(p) : Q(A,A)

emits no output while it searches for the first occurrence of an item satisfying p. When

it encounters such an item, it emits it to the output and halts. See Table 3.6.

The temporal sequencing combinator can apply different queries in sequence

(i.e., one after the other), thus varying the computation over time. For queries f and g

of type Q(A,B), their temporal sequencing seq(f, g) : Q(A,B) computes like f until it
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Table 3.7 : Temporal sequencing.

input: 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 □
f output: 3 □

seq(f, g) output: 3 4 3 2 □

Table 3.8 : Temporal iteration.

input: 2 3 0 9 0 1 7 0 3
f output: 2 3 0 □

f≫ g output: 5 □
iter(f≫ g) output: 5 9 8

halts, and then it proceeds to compute like g. For example, if f = search(x -> x ≥ 3)

and g = takeUntil(x -> x ≤ 2), then seq(f, g) computes as shown in Table 3.7.

The temporal iteration combinator can be used to repeat a streaming compu-

tation indefinitely. For a query f : Q(A,B), its temporal iteration iter(f) : Q(A,B)

executes f and restarts it every time it halts. This results in an unbounded temporal

repetition of the computation that f specifies. Now, the iteration of f≫ g, where

f = takeUntil(x -> x = 0) and g = reduce(0,+), computes as shown in Table 3.8.

Flatten and Emit

The query flatten : Q(List(A), A) processes an input stream whose data items

are lists that contain elements of type A, and it propagates elements in the list to

the output. For a list out : List(B), the query emit(out) : Q(A,B), specifies the

computation that outputs the elements of out at the very beginning (before any input

items are consumed) and then immediately halts. See Table 3.9 for examples.
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Table 3.9 : Flatten and Emit.

input: [a1, a2] [] [a3] [] □
flatten output: a1 a2 a3 □

input: a1 a2 ...
emit([b1, b2]) output: b1 b2 □

Table 3.10 : Zip and ZipLast.

input: 2.4 a b 3.5 c −0.9 □
val: 2.4 3.5 −0.9
id: a b c

f output: ⟨2.4, a⟩ ⟨3.5, b⟩ ⟨−0.9, c⟩ □
g output: ⟨2.4, a⟩ ⟨2.4, b⟩ ⟨3.5, b⟩ ⟨3.5, c⟩ ⟨−0.9, c⟩ □

The Join Construct

StreamQL provides the constructs zip, zipLast, and join to combine input data

from several input sub-streams. Let us consider an input stream with data items from

two different sources, in which one is the signal measurement (of type V), and the

other is the signal identifier (of type ID). The input type is Or(V, ID), which means

that an input item is either of type V or of type ID. Then, to annotate the signal

measurements with corresponding identifiers as outputs of type IV = {id : ID, val : V},

a natural way is to combine the values and the identifiers based on their order of

arrival. StreamQL provides the constructs zip and zipLast. Given a function

op = (val, id) -> ⟨val, id⟩ : V× ID→ IV that annotates a signal measurement with

an identifier, the query f = zip(op) : Q(Or(V, ID), IV) combines the measurements

and the identifiers one by one with respect to their order of arrival, and the query

g = zipLast(op) : Q(Or(V, ID), IV) combines the last arrived data items from different

categories (See Table 3.10).
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Relational Constructs

op : A → B

map(op) : Q(A,B)

p : A → Bool

filter(p) : Q(A,A)

init : B op : B ×A → B

reduce(init, op) : Q(A,B)

init : B op : B ×A → B

aggr(init, op) : Q(A,B)

k : A → K f : Q(A,B)

groupBy(k, f) : Q(A,B)

n ≥ 1 f : Q(A,B)

tWindow(n, f) : Q(A,B)

1 ≤ s < n f : Q(A,B)

sWindow(n, s, f) : Q(A,B)

op : A×B → C

zip(op), zipLast(op) : Q(Or(A,B), C)

op : A×B → C

join(op) : Q(Timed(Or(A,B)), Timed(C))

Dataflow Constructs

f : Q(A,B) g : Q(B,C)

f≫ g : Q(A,C)

f : Q(A,B) g : Q(A,B)

par(f, g) : Q(A,B)

Temporal Constructs

n ≥ 1

take(n), skip(n), ignore(n) : Q(A,A)

p : A → Bool

takeUntil(p), skipUntil(p), search(p) : Q(A,A)

f, g : Q(A,B)

seq(f, g) : Q(A,B)

f : Q(A,B)

iter(f) : Q(A,B)

Flatten, Emit, and User-defined Constructs

A : Type

flatten(A) : Q(List(A), A)

A : Type out : List(B)

emit(A, out) : Q(A,B)

init : S next : S ×A → S out : S → List(B) end : S → List(B)

userDefined(init, next, out, end) : Q(A,B)

Figure 3.2 : Constructs in StreamQL.

Moreover, StreamQL allows users to assign a validity interval to the data item, and

it provides the join construct to combine data items that have overlapping validity

intervals. To assign validity intervals, users need to provide the start/end time of the

interval for each input – the input type is specified as Timed(D) = {data : D, startT :

T, endT : T}, where D denotes the type of the data, and T is the type of the time

unit (e.g., long integers). Suppose D = Or(A,B) (i.e., the input data is either of

type A or type B), given a binary function op : A × B → C that combines data,

the join(op) : Q(Timed(Or(A,B)), Timed(C)) query joins data items with overlapping

validity intervals. The output item, of type Timed(C), is also labeled by a validity

interval which is the intersection of the validity intervals of the input data.
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User-defined Construct

The construct userDefined is used to specify a stream transformation with a trans-

ducer (state machine). The query userDefined(init, next, out, end) : Q(A,B) takes

four arguments to describe the computation: init (of type S) is the initial state of

the transducer, next : S ×A→ S is the state transition function, out : S → List(B)

is the output function, and end : S → List(B) gives the final output (upon the

termination of the input with □).

Program ECG Peak Detection in StreamQL

Figure 3.2 summarizes several constructs of StreamQL. At the beginning of this section,

we gave a high-level description of a simple streaming algorithm for detecting the

peaks in the ECG signal. We will now use StreamQL to provide a complete description

of this algorithm, which is a variant of the SQRS algorithm [209]. Later in Section 3.8,

we will present a significant example for processing the Arterial Blood Pressure signal.

Suppose that the data stream concerns multiple patients, that is, it is the interleaving

of several ECG time series, one for each patient. The type of the input data items

is a record type IVT = {id : ID, val : V, ts : T}, where ID is the type of patient

identifiers, V is the type of scalar values, and T is the type of time points. At the top

level, the algorithm partitions the input stream into several sub-streams, one for each

patient, and performs peak detection for each one of these sub-streams independently.

The query groupBy(x -> x.id, findPeak) describes this computation, where findPeak

specifies the peak detection algorithm for a single-patient ECG data stream. This is

defined as findPeak = smooth≫ deriv≫ detect, which is the composition of three

stages: (1) smoothing the signal, (2) computing derivatives, and (3) detecting peaks.

The smoothing query smooth : Q(IVT, IVTF) has output type IVTF, which is the record
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type IVT extended with the component fval : V for storing the smoothed (low-pass

filtered) value.

smooth = sWindow(5, 1, (v, w, x, y, z) -> expr), where

expr = ⟨x.id, x.val, x.ts, fval⟩ : IVTF and

fval = (v.val+ 2 · w.val+ 4 · x.val+ 2 · y.val+ z.val)/10.

The idea is that for a sample x at time x.ts we consider the window (v, w, x, y, z)

centered around x and calculate a weighted average over the window for the smoothed

value. The differentiation query deriv : Q(IVTF, IVTFD) calculates discrete derivatives

by taking the difference of successive smoothed values. It is implemented as follows:

deriv = sWindow(2, 1, (x, y) -> expr), where

expr = ⟨y.id, y.val, y.ts, y.fval, dval⟩ : IVTFD and dval = y.fval− x.fval : V.

The record type IVTFD extends IVTF with dval : V for storing the derivative. The

detection of the first peak involves searching for the first time point ℓ1 when dval

exceeds the threshold hTh. The signal interval from this point until the time point r1

when dval falls below the threshold lTh contains the first peak. Thus, the signal in

the interval [ℓ1, r1] is streamed to the argmax query (see below), which finds the data

item with the highest value (in the raw, unfiltered signal). This process is repeated

indefinitely in order to detect all peaks:

start = search(x -> x.dval > hTh)

take = takeUntil(x -> x.dval < lTh)

argmax = reduce((x, y) -> (y.val > x.val) ? y : x)

detect = iter(seq(start, take)≫ argmax)

All four queries above are of type Q(IVTFD, IVTFD).
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3.4 Discussion of the Expressiveness of StreamQL

A natural approach for processing a data stream is to write a program in a low-level

imperative programming language such as C. However, this process is tedious and

error-prone because the computation cannot be easily expressed in a modular way. The

program that specifies the computation typically contains complex state-manipulating

logic and the code is heavily entangled. For this reason, several domain-specific

languages have been proposed which offer various primitive streaming constructs (e.g.,

pipelines and sliding windows) in order to assist the programmer in expressing the

desired computation. In this section, we will illustrate some of the features of StreamQL

that facilitate the modular description of streaming computations, particularly for

time-series workloads. We will compare StreamQL to both low-level imperative

languages (such as C) and domain-specific languages (such as Rx) in the context of a

concrete example.

Assume that the input stream consists of signal measurements of type V (integer

type) which are collected at a fixed frequency. We will consider a computation that

is the composition of a smoothing filter and calculating the derivative. We use a

low-pass filter to smooth the input into results f : F (floating point type), where

f = (v1 + 2v2 + 4v3 + 2v4 + v5)/10 for each five consecutive input items v1, v2, ..., v5.

Then, we compute the derivative d : D (floating point type) where d = f2 − f1 for

every two consecutive smoothed values. The top-left part of Figure 3.3 shows the

algorithm implemented in C. It processes the input stream item by item by calling

the next function and produces output items by calling the out function. We use the

circular array t to buffer the input for smoothing. We update the array by replacing

its oldest element by the incoming input item, and then we apply the coefficients of

the low-pass filter (stored in the coef array) to the buffered elements to compute the
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double coef[5] = {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1};

V t[5]; // circular array

int cnt = 0, start = 0;

bool isFReady = false;

void next(V v){

// smooth the input

if (cnt < 5) {

t[cnt++] = v;

} else {

t[start] = v;

start = (start + 1) % 5;

}

F f = 0.0;

if (cnt == 5) {

// compute the result when t is full

for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {

f += coef[i] * t[(start + i) % 5];

}

}

if (isFReady) {

// compute the derivative

D d = f - lastF;

lastF = f;

out(d); // produce output

} else if (cnt == 5) {

lastF = f;

isFReady = true;

} // else do nothing

}

double coef[] = {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1};

class FCnt{

F f; // FIR filtering result

int cnt;

FvalCnt(F f, int cnt){

this.f = f;

this.cnt = cnt;

}

}

Observable<D> outputStream = inputStream

.window(5, 1) // smooth the input

.flatMap(wnd -> wnd.reduce(

new FCnt(0.0, 0),

(pair, v) -> {

F f = pair.f;

int cnt = pair.cnt;

f += v * coef[cnt];

cnt ++;

return new FCnt(f, cnt);

}).map(p -> p.f).toObservable()

).window(2, 1) // compute the derivative

.flatMap(wnd -> wnd.reduce(

new ArrayList<>(),

(l, f) -> { // add f into list l

return List.copyOf(l.add(f));

}).map(l -> l.size() == 2 ?

l.get(1) - l.get(0) : null)

.filter(d -> d != null).toObservable()

);

Q<V,F> smooth = sWindow(5, 1, (a, b, c, d, e) -> (a + 2*y + 4*c + 2*d + e) / 10.0);

Q<F,D> deriv = sWindow(2, 1, (a, b) -> b - a);

Q<V,D> query = pipeline(smooth, deriv);

Figure 3.3 : Program for input preprocessing written in C (top-left), RxJava (top-
right), and StreamQL (bottom).

smoothing results. After that, the program computes the derivatives and produces the

output. The top-right part of Figure 3.3 shows the RxJava implementation. RxJava

does not provide a sliding window construct that uses circular arrays. To integrate

this efficient data structure, a user of the library would need to create a customized

operator from scratch. The bottom part of Figure 3.3 shows the implementation in

StreamQL, where the sWindow construct allows users to directly aggregate all elements

inside the window with efficient built-in data structures.

Now, let us consider an algorithm for detect peaks in a stream of numerical values

(suppose they are of type V). The algorithm searches for the first value that exceeds
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V peak = -INFINITY;

enum mode { beforePeak, inPeak, afterPeak };

int cnt;

enum mode m = beforePeak;

void next(V v){

if (m == beforePeak) {

if (v > THRESH) {

m = inPeak;

cnt = PEAK_CNT;

} // else do nothing

} else if (m == inPeak) {

peak = (v > peak) ? v : peak;

cnt --;

if (cnt == 0) {

out(peak); // produce outputs

m = afterPeak;

cnt = SILENCE_CNT;

}

} else { // m == afterPeak

cnt --;

if (cnt == 0) {

m = beforePeak;

peak = -INFINITY;

}

}

}

Q<V,V> start = search(v -> v > THRESH);

Q<V,V> take = take(PEAK_CNT);

Q<V,V> max = reduce((x, y) -> (y > x) ? y : x);

Q<V,V> find1 = pipeline(seq(start, take), max);

Q<V,V> silence = ignore(SILENCE_CNT);

Q<V,V> query = iterate(seq(find1, silence));

enum Mode { beforePeak, inPeak, afterPeak }

class State{

Mode mode; int cnt;

boolean sendOut; V peak;

State(Mode m, int c, boolean s, V p) {

mode = m; cnt = c;

sentOut = s; peak = p;

}

}

Observable<V> outputStream = derivStream.scan(

new State(beforePeak, 0, false, -INFINITY),

(s, v) -> {

Mode m = s.mode;

int cnt = s.cnt;

boolean sendOut = false;

V peak = s.peak;

if (m == beforePeak) {

if (v > THRESH) {

m = inPeak;

cnt = PEAK_CNT;

} // else do nothing

} else if (m == inPeak) {

peak = (v > peak) ? v : peak;

if (-- cnt == 0) {

sendOut = true;

m = afterPeak;

cnt = SILENCE_CNT;

}

} else { // m == afterPeak

if (-- cnt == 0) {

m = beforePeak;

peak = -INFINITY;

}

}

return new State(m, cnt, sendOut, peak);

}).filter(s -> s.sendOut).map(s -> s.peak);

Figure 3.4 : Program for peak detection written in C (top-left), RxJava (right), and
StreamQL (bottom-left).
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the threshold THRESH. Then, it search for the maximum over the next #PEAK CNT

elements, which is considered a peak. After that, the algorithm silences detection

for #SILENCE CNT elements to avoid a duplicate detection. This process is repeated

indefinitely in order to detect all peaks. The top-left part of Figure 3.4 shows the C

implementation of the algorithm, where the input stream is repeatedly partitioned

into three regions: beforePeak, inPeak, and afterPeak. This partitioning is data-

dependent as the end of beforePeak happens when the value exceeds the threshold.

The right part of Figure 3.4 is the RxJava implementation. Rx provides count/time-

based tumbling windows to split up the stream into non-overlapping regions. However,

such a decomposition is not data-dependent, as it does not rely on the input values.

Moreover, Rx has no operator like StreamQL’s iter for repeating the execution of

a query (i.e., detection of a single peak) every time it halts. Given the absence of

these features, the most convenient way to program the algorithm in RxJava is to

use its scan operator (similar to aggr in StreamQL). This amounts to providing a

monolithic imperative implementation of the whole algorithm. The bottom-left part

of Figure 3.4 shows the implementation of the algorithm in StreamQL.

Semantically, Rx and StreamQL can be viewed as algebras with combinators. There

is a key difference. Rx is an algebra of streams, where the basic objects are streams

and the combinators are operations on streams. StreamQL, on the other hand, is an

algebra of stream transformations, where its basic objects are stream transformations

and the combinators are operations on transformations. More specifically, Observable

is the basic object in Rx that represents a stream. Rx describes the overall computation

as a sequence of transformations to the source Observable. The first-class object in

StreamQL is the stream transformation, which is captured syntactically with a query.

StreamQL describes the computation as the composition of sub-computations defined
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StreamQL Rx Siddhi Trill
1. stream filtering yes yes yes yes
2. stream mapping yes yes yes yes
3. sequential aggregation yes yes yes yes
4. key-based partitioning yes yes yes yes
5. tumbling window yes yes yes yes
6. sliding window yes yes yes yes
7. efficient window aggregation yes no yes yes
8. streaming pipeline yes yes yes yes
9. relational join yes yes yes yes
10. temporal sequencing yes no no no
11. temporal iteration yes no no no
12. signal processing primitives yes no no yes
13. regular parsing yes no yes yes
14. user-defined functions yes yes yes yes

Figure 3.5 : Some of the features and streaming constructs supported by StreamQL,
Rx, Siddhi, and Trill.

by queries. For example, iter(f) is the temporal iteration of a query f. So, if Rx is

considered first-order then StreamQL is second-order. This explains why iter and

seq are easily integrated into StreamQL but are more difficult to express in Rx.

Figure 3.5 lists some useful constructs for stream processing and the engines that

support them. The streaming operations marked with ∗ in Figure 3.5 indicate that

the library supports such operations, but their use requires additional encoding. For

example, for sequential aggregation, Siddhi does not have a construct like StreamQL’s

aggr. Instead, it defines a set of fixed aggregations (e.g., sum and average). Other

sequential aggregations can be implemented using user-defined functions. Rx does not

implement efficient algorithms for window aggregation, which is discussed in detail in

Section 3.7. The temporal sequencing and the temporal iteration constructs (seq and

iter in StreamQL) decompose the stream into sub-streams, and the decomposition is

data-dependent. It is not easy to express such computations in Rx, Siddhi, and Trill
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in a modular way. Both StreamQL and Trill provide signal processing constructs (e.g.,

FFT, FIR, and IIR filtering) to transform and analyze signals.

3.5 Denotational Semantics of StreamQL

In this section, we present the denotational semantics of StreamQL using a class of

monotone functions. This semantics clarifies the meaning of the language primitives

and combinators. The use of monotone functions or other sequence transductions for

describing streaming computations has been considered in [200, 210, 211, 38] and in a

much more general algebraic setting in [212].

3.5.1 Formalization of Data Stream and Stream Transformation

A data stream can be viewed as a potentially unbounded sequence of data items that

may or may not terminate. Distinguishing the termination of a data stream proves

useful in real-world scenarios, as streams often eventually come to an end. For instance,

when a processing system logs in a streaming fashion, the data stream terminates if

there are no more entries in the input file. For a type A, we write A∗ to denote the

set of finite sequences over A. We write u · v or uv to denote the concatenation of

the sequences u and v, and ε for the empty word. We use the special symbol □ to

indicate the end of a stream, which is called the end-of-stream marker. We define

A† = A∗ · {ε,□} = A∗ ∪ (A∗ ·□) as the type of a data stream, i.e., A† contains the

finite sequences over A that could potentially end with an end-of-stream marker. For

sequences x, y ∈ A†, we write x ≤ y if x is a prefix of y, i.e. xz = y for some z ∈ A†.

We say that ≤ is the prefix relation on sequences. When x ≤ y, there is a unique z

with xz = y, which we denote by x−1y. We write x < y when x ≤ y and x ≠ y. A

sequence x ∈ A† is said to be terminated if it ends with □.
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Given A† as the type of a data stream, the input/output behavior of a streaming

computation can be described semantically by a function of type A† → B†, where A

is the type of the input items and B is the type of the output items. If x ∈ A† is the

prefix of the input stream seen so far (which we also call the cumulative input), then

f(x) ∈ B† is the cumulative output that has been emitted after the whole sequence

x is processed. As more input data items arrive, the output stream gets extended

with more output items. This is captured formally by requiring that the function f is

monotone: x ≤ y implies that f(x) ≤ f(y) for every x, y ∈ A†. A monotone function

f : A† → B† is said to be a stream transformation. We write ST(A,B) to denote

the set of all stream transformations with input (resp., output) data items of type A

(resp., B).

As mentioned earlier, a stream transformation f : ST(A,B) specifies the cumulative

output of a streaming computation, i.e. the total output that has been emitted from

the beginning until the entire cumulative input is consumed. The computation can be

described equivalently by specifying the incremental output, i.e. the output increment

that is emitted exactly when the last item of a cumulative input is consumed. The

incremental output of f for the cumulative input xa is equal to f(x)−1f(xa).

incremental input cumulative input incremental output cumulative output

ε 0 0

1 1 1 0 1

2 1 2 3 0 1 3

3 1 2 3 6 0 1 3 6

□ 1 2 3 □ □ 0 1 3 6 □

The table above illustrates these concepts with the example of calculating the running

sum over a stream of integers. Suppose f : ST(A,B) describes the input/output
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behavior of a streaming computation in a cumulative fashion, and φ : A† → B†

describes the same computation in an incremental fashion. Then, f and φ are related

in the following way:

f(a1a2 . . . an) = φ(ε) · φ(a1) · φ(a1a2) · · ·φ(a1a2 . . . an)

f(a1a2 . . . an□) = f(a1a2 . . . an) · φ(a1a2 . . . an□)

for all a1a2 . . . an ∈ A∗. Equivalently, we have that

φ(ε) = f(ε) φ(ua) = f(u)−1f(ua) φ(u□) = f(u)−1f(u□)

for all u ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A. Function φ satisfies the following property: if φ(x) ends

with □, then φ(y) = ε for all y ≥ x. This says that when the output stream terminates,

no more output data items can be emitted. We write ∂f : A† → B† to denote the

incremental version of f : ST(A,B).

Figure 3.6 gives the denotational semantics for some core combinators of StreamQL.

The definition of the stream transformations map(op) and filter(p) are straightforward.

The transformations reduce(b, op) and aggr(b, op) are both aggregations, but differ

in when they give output. Informally, reduce(b, op) gives the total aggregate when

the stream terminates, whereas aggr(b, op) gives the running aggregate every time a

new item arrives. Their definition requires the fold combinator fold : B × (B × A→

B)×A∗ → B, given by fold(b, op, ε) = b and fold(b, op, ua) = op(fold(b, op, u), a). The

streaming (serial) composition combinator is given by:

f : ST(A,B) g : ST(B,C)

f ≫ g : ST(A,C)
(f ≫ g)(a) = g(f(a))
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op : A → B

f = map(op) : ST(A,B)

f(ε) = ε

f(ua) = f(u) · op(a)
f(u□) = f(u)□

p : A → Bool

f = filter(p) : ST(A,A)

f(ε) = ε, f(u□) = f(u)□
f(ua) = f(u) · a, if p(a) = true

f(ua) = f(u), if p(a) = false

b : B op : B ×A → B

f = aggr(b, op) : ST(A,B)

f(ε) = ε

f(ua) = f(u) · fold(b, op, ua)
f(u□) = f(u)□

b : B op : B ×A → B

f = reduce(b, op) : ST(A,B)

f(u) = ε

f(u□) = fold(b, op, u)□

A : Type

f = flatten(A) : ST(List(A), A)

(∂f)(ε) = ε, (∂f)(u□) = □
(∂f)(ul) = extract(l)

A : Type out : List(B)

f = emit(A, out) : ST(A,B)

(∂f)(ε) = extract(out)□
(∂f)(u) = ε, if |u| > 0,

(∂f)(u□) = ε

f : ST(A,B) f ↑ ε

g = iter(f) : ST(A,B)

g(x) = f(x), if f ↑ x

g(ux) = f(u)□−1 · g(x), if f ⇓ u

g(u□) = f(u□)□−1 · f(ε), if f ⇓ u□

f : ST(A,B) g : ST(A,B)

h = seq(f, g) : ST(A,B)

h(x) = f(x), if f ↑ x

h(ux) = f(u)□−1 · g(x), if f ⇓ u

h(u□) = f(u□)□−1 · g(ε), if f ⇓ u□

p : A → Bool

f = takeUntil(p) : ST(A,A)

(∂f)(ε) = ε and (∂f)(u□) = ε

(∂f)(ua) = ε, if p′(u) = true

(∂f)(ua) = a, if p′(u) = false and p(a) = false

(∂f)(ua) = a□, if p′(u) = false and p(a) = true

f : ST(A,B) g : ST(A,B)

h = par(f, g) : ST(A,B)

(∂h)(u) = (∂f)(u)□−1 · (∂g)(u)□−1, if f ↑ u or g ↑ u.

(∂h)(u) = (∂f)(u)□−1 · (∂g)(u)□−1□, if f ↓ u and g ⇓ u.

(∂h)(u) = (∂f)(u)□−1 · (∂g)(u)□−1□, if f ⇓ u and g ↓ u.

(∂h)(u) = ε, otherwise

key : A → K f : ST(A,B)

g = groupBy(key, f) : ST(A,B)

(∂g)(ε) = ε

(∂g)(ua) = (∂f)(u|key(a) · a)□−1

(∂g)(u□) =
(∏n

i=1(∂f)(u|ki
□)□−1

)
□

n ≥ 1 f : ST(A,B)

g = tWindow(n, f) : ST(A,B)

g(u) = f(u)□−1, if |u| < n

g(u□) = g(u)□, if |u| < n

g(ux) = f(u□)□−1 · g(x), if |u| = n

Figure 3.6 : Semantics of map, filter, reduce, aggr, seq, iter, emit, flatten, takeUntil, par,
groupBy and tWindow.

We write ≫ to denote the composition of functions. For a stream transformation

f : ST(A,B), we write f ↓ x to indicate that f(x) is terminated, and f ↑ x to mean

that f(x) is not terminated. We say that f halts on x ∈ A†, denoted f ⇓ x, if the

following hold: (1) f(x) is terminated, and (2) f(y) is not terminated for every y < x.

For a sequence u ∈ A∗, we define (u□) · □−1 = u and u · □−1 = u. In other words,

(− ·□−1) is the operation that removes the end-of-stream marker from a sequence if

it is present. Using this notation, we define the temporal sequencing combinator seq,

and the temporal iteration combinator iter in Figure 3.6. Notice that iter(f) is defined

under the assumption that f(ε) is not terminated. This is required, because otherwise
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the computation of iter(f) would enter an infinite loop of halting and restarting

without consuming any input. The definition of groupBy(key, f) in Figure 3.6 uses

the incremental viewpoint for notational brevity. For a sequence u ∈ A∗ and a key

k ∈ K, we write u|k to denote the subsequence of u that contains the items whose key

is equal to k. More formally, ε|k = ε, (ua)|k = u|k if key(a) ̸= k, and (ua)|k = u|k · a

if key(a) = k. In the third case (∂g)(u□) of the groupBy(key, f) definition, we use∏
as a generalization of concatenation to arbitrarily many arguments. Moreover,

k1, k2, . . . , kn is taken to be the sequence of keys that appear in the sequence u (in

their order of appearance). The definition of the transformations emit and flatten both

require the extract combinator extract : List(A)→ A∗, given by extract(nil) = ε and

extract(cons(a, l)) = a ·extract(l). In the definition of takeUntil(p), we lift the predicate

p on A to the predicate p′ on A∗, where, for a sequence u ∈ A∗, p′(u) = true if

there exists an item a in u such that p(a) = true, and p′(u) = false if for all a in u

such that p(a) = false. In the definition of the parallel composition, given stream

transformations f and g, par(f, g) emits the end-of-stream marker only when f and

g have both terminated. Finally, in the definition of tWindow(n, f) and emit(out) in

Figure 3.6, |u| denotes the length of u.

Theorem 3.5.1 (Expressive Completeness). Let f : ST(A,B) be a stream

transformation. If f is computable, then there is a query of type Q(A,B) that

computes it.

Proof. A streaming algorithm for f can be viewed as an automatonA = (S, init , next , out),

where S is a (potentially infinite) state space, init ∈ S is the initial state, next :

S × (A ∪ {□})→ S is the state transition function, and out : S → B† is the output

function. We put S = A†, init = ε, next(s, a) = sa, next(s,□) = s□, out(s) = (∂f)(s),

and out(s□) = (∂f)(s□) for every s ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A. The execution of A is an
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obvious generalization of the execution of finite-state automata. Since f is computable,

so are next and out . It remains to show that the execution of A can be encoded by a

query of type Q(A,B). Let δ : S × A→ S be the restriction of next to S × A. Define

f = par(emit(A, [init ]), aggr(init , δ), reduce(init , δ)≫map(x->next(x,□)) : Q(A, S).

The query f transforms the stream of input items (of type A) into the stream of states

(of type S) that the automaton A goes through. Let ϑ : S → Bool be the function

that indicates whether a state is halting or not, that is, for all s ∈ S, ϑ(s) = true iff

out(s) ends with □. Then, the query g = takeUntil(ϑ) : Q(S, S) takes a stream of

states and echoes them up until (and including) the first halting state. Let o : S → B∗

be given by o(s) = out(s) · □−1. The query h = flatten(map(o)) : Q(S,B) takes a

stream of states as inputs and emits the corresponding flattened output. Finally, the

query f≫ g≫ h : Q(A,B) computes the stream transformation f .

We will use an example to illustrate the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.

Suppose the input is ā = a1a2a3□. Define the states s0 = init , si+1 = next(si, ai+1),

and ti = next(si,□). The output of f on ā is s̄ = s0s1s2s3t3□. Suppose that s2 is

the first halting state. Then, the output of g for input s̄ is t̄ = s0s1s2□. Finally, the

output of h for input t̄ is o(s0) · o(s1) · o(s2) ·□ = f(ā).

3.6 Implementation of StreamQL

In this section, we will describe the implementation of StreamQL. We have chosen to

implement StreamQL as an embedded domain-specific language in Java (effectively a

Java library) in order to provide easy integration with user-defined types and operations.

The implementation covers all the core constructs we introduced in Section 3.3 and
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also provides a rich set of specialized algorithms for real-world applications, such as

efficient algorithms for aggregation over windows and a variety of signal processing

primitives: FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), Hilbert Transform, FIR (Finite Impulse

Response) filters, and IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filters.

The left part of Figure 3.7 gives a simple example of a StreamQL program in Java.

Given a signal measurement of type VT that contains a double value in the field of

val, the query sum of type Q computes the sum of the values of the measurements.

The method eval returns an object that encapsulates the evaluation algorithm for the

query. The methods init and next are used to initialize the memory and consume

data items. When the input stream terminates, the end method is invoked.

We define two interfaces, Sink and Algo, to describe the streaming computation in

a push-based manner. The Algo interface is used to implement stream transformations.

The Sink interface is similar to the Observer interface of Rx. It is used for specifying

a sink that consumes a stream. A sink consumes a stream with two methods, next

and end, that are used for stream elements and the end-of-stream marker respectively.

The top-right part of Figure 3.7 shows the definition of the Sink interface in Java,

and the mid-right part presents an instance of Sink that prints each incoming data

item and the end-of-stream marker to the console.

The Algo interface is used for describing the evaluation algorithm of a query. An

implementation of Algo specifies how the input stream is transformed into the output

stream. The bottom-right of Figure 3.7 shows the definition of the Algo interface,

which extends the Sink interface because it consumes a stream. The connect method

connects the algorithm to a sink, and the init method initializes/resets the state of

the algorithm.

Libraries like RxJava and Trill use nested streams (e.g., Observable⟨Observable⟩
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// VT is the type of measurements, which

// contains a double value in the field val

Iterator<VT> stream = ... // input stream

// sink of the output stream

Sink<Double> sink = ...

// sum of the measurements

Q<VT,Double> sum =

QL.aggr(0.0, (s, vt) -> s + vt.val);

// evaluation of the query

Algo<VT,Double> exe = sum.eval();

// connect the output of query to sink

exe.connect(sink);

// execution loop

exe.init();

while (stream.hasNext()) {

VT vt = stream.next();

exe.next(vt);

}

exe.end();

abstract class Sink<T> {

// deal with incoming items

abstract void next(T item);

// deal with the end-of-stream marker

abstract void end();

}

class Printer<T> extends Sink<T>{

// print each arrived data item

void next(T item) { print(item); }

// print "Job done" when input ends

void end() { print("Job done"); }

}

abstract class Algo<A,B> extends Sink<A>{

// connect to a sink

abstract void connect(Sink<B> sink);

// initialize or reset the memory

abstract void init();

}

Figure 3.7 : The left part shows an example that computes the sum of a nonempty
sequence of measurements, the top-right part shows the Sink interface, the mid-right
part shows an instance of Sink, and the bottom-right shows the Algo interface.

in RxJava) to decompose the input stream into windows or partitioned sub-streams.

StreamQL, on the other hand, eliminates the overheads introduced by the construction

of nested streams. For example, the left part of Figure 3.8 presents the algorithm

for implementing the tumbling window combinator. Given the size of the window

and a sub-query, the tumbling window combinator splits the stream into contiguous

non-overlapping windows and applies the sub-query to data items in each window.

We provide an algorithm for implementing the tumbling window with a small memory

footprint. As shown in the left of Figure 3.8, our algorithm sends incoming data

items to the sub-query and maintains a counter to count the number of data items in

the window. When the window is full, the algorithm resets the internal state of the

sub-query. In contrast, to implement a tumbling window, libraries like RxJava and

Trill will construct nested streams to decompose the input stream as several stream
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class TWnd<A,B> extends Algo<A,B> {

private final int size;

// algorithm of the sub-query

private final Algo<A,B> algo;

private Sink<B> sink;

// counter of items in the window

private int cnt;

TWnd(int size, Algo<A,B> algo) {

this.size = size;

this.algo = algo;

}

void connect(Sink<B> sink) {

this.sink = sink;

// sink for the sub-query that transfers

// its output to the output of TWnd

Sink<B> subSink = new Sink<B>() {

void next(B item) { sink.next(item); }

// discard the end-of-stream marker

void end() { }

};

algo.connect(subSink);

}

void init() { cnt = 0; }

void next(A item) {

// reset algo if old window is full

if (cnt == 0) { algo.init(); }

algo.next(item);

cnt = (cnt + 1) % size;

if (cnt == 0) { algo.end(); }

}

void end() { sink.end(); }

}

class Seq<A,B> extends Algo<A,B>{

// algorithms of the sub-queries

private final Algo<A,B> left;

private final Algo<A,B> right;

// pointer of the currently active algorithm

private Algo<A,B> active;

Seq(Algo<A,B> left, Algo<A,B> right) {

this.left = left;

this.right = right;

}

void connect(Sink<B> sink) {

// sink for the left algorithm that

// activates right when left terminates

Sink<B> leftSink = new Sink<B>() {

void next(B item) {

sink.next(item);

}

void end() {

active = right;

right.init();

}

};

left.connect(leftSink);

right.connect(sink);

}

void init() {

active = left;

left.init();

}

void next(A item) { active.next(item); }

void end() { active.end(); }

}

Figure 3.8 : The Java implementation of the tumbling window (left) and stream
sequencing (right) constructs.
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objects. Whenever the current window becomes full, a new window will be created as

a stream object. Moreover, to produce the output stream, some additional overhead

is introduced to merge (flatMap in RxJava) the output sub-streams that are created

from the individual windows. The construction of nested streams introduces overheads

in terms of throughput and memory usage. In Section 3.7, we experimentally validated

these overheads. Our Java library avoids the overheads of nested streams for all

other computations that involve stream decomposition, such as sliding windows and

key-based partitioning.

The Algo interface facilitates the implementation of the constructs seq and iter.

Such constructs are difficult to be encoded in RxJava and Trill because they decompose

the input stream in a data-dependent way. Recall that a query seq(f, g) starts

executing as the query f, and after f terminates, it continues executing as the query

g. This computation thus splits the input stream into two parts. Figure 3.8 shows our

implementation of the seq construct. Notice that all data items are simply routed

to the appropriate algorithm/sink without creating any intermediate objects. In the

implementation of the method connect, we provide a sink for the algorithm left,

which will activate the algorithm right once it terminates. The implementation of

iter uses similar ideas.

3.7 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of our library using four benchmarks: (1) a micro-

benchmark that focuses on basic operators, (2) a benchmark for pattern detection

in real-time stock market data, (3) the popular NEXMark benchmark [213], and

(4) TAQMark for the analysis of high-frequency market data. We compare our

implementation with RxJava, Rx.NET, Reactor, Siddhi, and Trill. These are chosen
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because they are all lightweight and high-performance streaming engines that offer

rich APIs and have well-maintained implementations. RxJava, Reactor, and Siddhi

are implemented in Java, while Rx.NET and Trill are implemented in .NET.

Experimental Setup

The experiments were executed in Ubuntu 16.04 LTS on a desktop computer equipped

with an Intel Xeon(R) E3-1241 v3 CPU (4 cores) with 16 GB of memory (DDR3 at

1600 MHz). For Java programs, we used version 1.8.0 181 of the JDK, and we set the

maximum heap size at 3.5 GB. For .NET programs, we used the NET Core 3.1.100

SDK with C# 8.0. To test the performance of Trill, we set the batch size to 1000

for its columnar representation (as suggested by its official documentation [214]). All

data points in our experiments represent the average of at least five runs, with error

bars showing the standard deviation.

3.7.1 Overhead of the Construction of Nested Streams

StreamQL distinguishes itself from Rx-like libraries by evading the performance drag

caused by the construction of nested streams. To empirically establish the performance

advantages of this approach, we conducted an experiment testing the throughput of

queries, particularly those that necessitate the decomposition of the input stream,

leading to the construction of nested streams in Rx-like libraries. We synthesized

an input stream of timestamped integers, designated as {ts, val}, patterned as

“{1, 1}, {2, 2}, ..., {n, n}”, where both ts (timestamp) and val (data value) are integer

types, and n is defined as 100 million. We used the tumbling window construct to

segment the input into non-overlapping regions, with computing the sum of integers

in each region. The throughput of this twnd(sum) query was measured across a range
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Figure 3.9 : (a) and (b) show the throughput (vertical axis) of twnd(sum) queries
with different window sizes (horizontal axis), and (c) shows the throughput speedup
(vertical axis) of StreamQL compared to other libraries.

of window sizes in our experiments. The window size is the count of integers within a

window. Consequently, smaller window sizes result in a higher number of windows,

which in turn avoids the generation of nested stream objects in Rx-like libraries.

Figure 3.9 shows the throughput of queries that sum the integers over tumbling

windows of various sizes. Figure 3.9(a) presents the throughput in libraries (RxJava,

Rx.NET, and Reactor) that decompose the input by nested streams. The results

indicate that the construction of nested streams is a significant overhead: when the

window size is small (e.g., 4), the throughput is 3 times lower than when the window

size is large (e.g., 150). This suggests that the intensive construction of nested streams

largely decreases the throughput of stream processing. In Figure 3.9(b), we show the

throughput of our StreamQL library along with RxJava, Rx.NET, Reactor, Trill, and

Siddhi. In comparison to RxJava, Rx.NET, Reactor, and Siddhi, the throughput of

StreamQL queries remains stable with regards to different size of tumbling windows.

Finally, Figure 3.9(c) presents the throughput speedup of StreamQL with respect to

other libraries. By avoiding the construction of nested streams, StreamQL provides

significant performance speedup when the input stream is decomposed into a large
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Figure 3.10 : (a) shows the size of intermediate memory (GB, vertical axis) of twnd(sum)
queries. (b) shows the garbage collection time (ms, vertical axis) of twnd(sum) queries.
(c), (d), and (e) show the ratio of the execution time on the aggregation calculation to
the total execution time for StreamQL, RxJava, and Reactor.

number of windows, and it is more than 3 times faster than Rx-like libraries even

when the size of the window is large (e.g. 150) as StreamQL also eliminates the

overhead of flattening nested sub-stream objects. The performance of Trill is stable

as its windowing operator works by altering the interval timestamp of each stream

element. Trill enriches each raw input data item with a “temporal validity” annotation

(interval timestamp) to obtain a stream element of type StreamEvent. This choice for

the temporal and data model has certain semantic advantages, but it also introduces

computational costs to incorporate this additional time information.

To further investigate the overheads, we analyzed the memory allocation of the

twnd(sum) computation for StreamQL, RxJava, and Reactor. We measured the size

of the total allocated memory on the heap, and we estimated the memory size for

intermediate data structures by subtracting the memory allocated for the input/output
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streams from the total allocated memory. Figure 3.10(a) presents the estimation. The

StreamQL implementation allocates almost zero additional memory since it uses a

counter to record the number of items in the window and maintains the aggregate using

a single variable. RxJava and Reactor allocate a significant amount of intermediate

memory when the window size is small, which is mainly composed of the nested stream

objects (e.g., InnerObserver in RxJava), subscription objects (e.g., UnicastSubject

in RxJava), and internal data buffers (e.g., SpscLinkedArrayQueue in RxJava). We

also measured the garbage collection (GC) time of the twnd(sum) computation. The

result is shown in Figure 3.10(b). In addition, we measured the ratio of GC time to

total CPU execution time on the main thread, and we observed this ratio is lower

than 1% for StreamQL, RxJava, and Reactor. Moreover, we measured the CPU

execution time for the twnd(sum) query. We estimated the overheads by measuring

the time ratio of the cost of the aggregation calculation to the total execution time

(higher ratio indicates lower overheads). To illustrate, we aggregated an integer stream

using the function f(agg, x) = agg + 3n · x, where n is an integer that controls the

complexity of the computation, and when n = 0, the aggregation is exactly the sum

computation. Figure 3.10(c), (d), and (e) show the results for StreamQL, RxJava,

and Reactor. In our observation, when the size of the tumbling window is small (10

items) and the computation per item is cheap (n = 0), more than 70% of the time cost

in RxJava (80% in Reactor) on the main thread is caused by API calls related with

the construction of nested streams, which include the creation of the stream objects

(e.g., InnerObservable.create() in RxJava), the communication between the stream

objects and the corresponding data consumers (e.g., ObservableFlatMap.drain() in

RxJava), and the management of the data subscriptions (e.g., Subject.create() in

RxJava).
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3.7.2 Efficient Sliding Window Aggregation

The StreamQL library provides efficient algorithms for aggregations over sliding win-

dows. When the aggregation is given by a binary function op, then efficient algorithms

[215, 216, 217] can be given for the special cases where (1) op is associative, and

(2) op is associative and invertible. Consider the aggregation max. The implementa-

tion of max over a sliding window of size n requires a buffer of size n (to store the

contents of the window) [218]. Every time a new item arrives, the näıve algorithm

scans through the entire window to calculate the new maximum, which requires O(n)

time. Since max is associative, there is a better algorithm, which maintains a tree of

partial aggregates and only needs O(log n) time at each step [219]. For a function op

that is invertible (e.g., sum and count) there is an obvious efficient algorithm, which

requires O(1) time at each step (“add” the new item, “subtract” the item falling off

the window). Libraries such as Trill and Siddhi also provide efficient algorithms for

sliding window aggregation. RxJava, Rx.NET, and Reactor, on the other hand, do

not incorporate such algorithms. After creating custom constructs for efficient sliding

window aggregation in RxJava, Rx.NET, and Reactor, we compare the performance

of our customized constructs with the default constructs. We measure the throughput

of queries that sum the integers over sliding windows that have a fixed sliding interval

(one item) but different lengths, and we show the results in Figure 3.11. The results

suggest that the efficient algorithm is more than 5000 times faster than the default

algorithm when the window size is large (e.g., 10,000) and it is about 5 times faster

when the size of the window is small.

Remark. To make fair comparisons among StreamQL, Rx, and Reactor, for all

queries that involve aggregation over sliding windows in the following benchmarks, we

program them using our customized constructs and then test their throughput.
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Figure 3.11 : (a), (b), and (c) show the throughput (vertical axis) of swnd(sum) queries
with different window sizes (log10(# of items), horizontal axis) and a fixed sliding
interval in RxJava, Reactor, and Rx.NET. (d) shows the throughput speedup (vertical
axis) of efficient implementations compared with the default settings.

3.7.3 Micro Benchmark

We run several basic streaming computations over an input stream of timestamped

integers, and the queries are: map selects the value of each input item, filter removes

items with odd integer values, and sum calculates the sum of the values. The qualifiers

tw, sw, and grp refer to aggregation over tumbling windows, sliding windows, and

key-based partitions respectively. The qualifier gtw(gsw) refers to tumbling (sliding)

window aggregation over key-based partitions. All the queries were executed with a

stream of timestamped integers. For computations that involve key-based partitioning,

we set the key function as key(x) = x.val mod 100, and for windows, we always

fix the window size to be 100 and the sliding interval to be 1 (if it is a sliding

window). Moreover, for sequential aggregation, although StreamQL provides built-in

constructs for arithmetical computations, we write queries using primitives to make

fair comparisons with libraries that do not provide such features. For example, we use

reduce(0, (sum, x) -> (sum+ x.val)) to compute the sum.

The results are shown in Figure 3.12. (1) StreamQL is 2–100 times faster than

Siddhi. The reason for the performance gap is that Siddhi creates complex event
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Figure 3.12 : Throughput (# items/sec, vertical axis) of StreamQL, RxJava, Rx.NET,
Reactor, Trill, and Siddhi (left to right) in the micro benchmark.

objects to ingress the data and queues the data to achieve streaming composition;

both of these bring computational overheads. (2) In comparison to RxJava, for trivial

operators (filtering, mapping, and aggregation), there is no significant difference

between StreamQL and RxJava. For operations that involve tumbling windows and

key-based partitioning, StreamQL is about 2–3 times faster than Rx-like libraries, as

it eliminates the overheads brought by nested streams. For sliding window operations,

we measured the performance of customized constructs in RxJava in order to make fair

comparisons, where the constructs implement efficient algorithms for sliding window

aggregation. Therefore, there is no significant difference between StreamQL and

RxJava (without these constructs, StreamQL is more than 100 times faster than

RxJava). (3) StreamQL is 3–10 times faster than Reactor. In design, Reactor and

Rx share many similarities, and Reactor also suffers from the overheads brought

by nested streams. (4) In the comparison to Rx.NET and Trill, the results are

largely influenced by the performance gap between the Java framework and the .NET

framework. Therefore, we can only have a rough comparison between StreamQL and

these two libraries.
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3.7.4 Stock Benchmark

The stock benchmark [220, 221, 58, 57] uses a synthetic stream of stock quotes that

are of the form {stockId, price, volume, timestamp}. We consider four families of

queries for pattern detection: S1 detects three consecutive quotes whose volumes

are all above a threshold, S2 detects three consecutive quotes whose prices increase

continuously, S3 detects five consecutive quotes whose prices fluctuate in a V-pattern

(down, down, up, up), and S4 detects price peaks. For every query family there are

three variants: a. concerns a specific stock, b. detects the pattern for each stock

independently, and c. considers each stock over an 1-minute tumbling window. The

experimental results are given in Figure 3.13. For pattern detection that concerns a

specific stock (S1a, S2a, S3a, and S4a), StreamQL is about 10-15 times faster than

RxJava and Reactor, and 70-100 times faster than Siddhi. When the computation

involves excessive stream partitioning (queries labeled by variants b and c), the total

computational cost mostly depends on the cost of stream partitioning, and StreamQL

is around 3 times faster than RxJava, 4 times faster than Reactor, and 10-20 times

faster than Siddhi since it avoids the construction of nested streams.

3.7.5 NEXMark

The NEXMark [213] is about monitoring an on-line auction system. Its data stream

has four kinds of events: Person represents the registration of a new user, Item

indicates the start of an auction for a specified item, Bid records a bid made for an

auctioned item, and Close indicates the end of an auction. We used eight queries:

N1 converts the price of each bid to another currency, N2 searches for auctions

of a specific set of items, N3 counts the number of bids submitted in the US, N4

calculates the average selling price of items for each auction category, N5 outputs the
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Figure 3.13 : Throughput (# items/sec) of StreamQL, RxJava, Reactor, and Siddhi
(left to right) in the stock benchmark (S1a-S4c), NEXMark (N1-N8), and TAQMark
(T1-10).

item with the most bids in the last 10 minutes, N6 computes the average selling price

per seller for their last 10 closed auctions, N7 finds the highest bid every 1 minute,

and N8 calculates, every 12 hours, the number of new user registrations . Figure 3.13

shows the experimental results: StreamQL is 1.1–3 times faster than RxJava, 1.5–15

times faster than Reactor, and 5–50 times faster than Siddhi.

3.7.6 TAQ Benchmark

In the TAQ benchmark, we used data from the NYSE TAQ database [80], which

collects real-time trades and quotes reported on the U.S. Consolidated Tape (where

billions of entries are recorded per day). We implemented the following queries: T1

filters out events that are outside normal NYSE hours, T2 computes the running

average price for each stock, T3 computes the average price for each stock over a

tumbling window, T4 (T5 ) computes the sequence of trading intervals (durations

between consecutive transactions) for a specific (each) stock, T6 counts the number

of odd lots (trades with less than 100 shares) for each stock, T7 (T8 ) computes the
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Figure 3.14 : Examples of (a) raw ABP signal with onset labels, (b) low-pass filtered
signal, and (c) SSF signal.

best bid and offer for a specific (each) stock over a tumbling window, and T9 (T10 )

calculates the true value estimate for a specific (each) stock over a tumbling window.

Figure 3.13 shows the results: StreamQL is 1.2–2 times faster than RxJava, 2–10

times faster than Reactor, and 8–100 times faster than Siddhi.

3.8 Case Study: Arterial Blood Pressure Monitoring

We will use StreamQL to specify a streaming algorithm for Arterial Blood Pressure

(ABP) pulse detection [222, 81]. This is a complex streaming computation and is

difficult to express with existing languages for stream processing. The use of a

streaming query language for medical monitoring applications has been considered in

[223, 224]. StreamQL, with its design for expressing high-level specifications, makes it

an ideal choice for this task.

The ABP signal is collected from the MIT-BIH Polysomnographic database [4].

The signal measurements are of type VT = {val : V, ts : T}, where val is the value of

the signal and ts is the timestamp. The signal is uniformly sampled at a frequency of

250 Hz. Figure 3.14 shows a snippet of an ABP signal containing 3 ABP pulses (around

3 seconds). The ABP waveform contains rich information about the cardiovascular

system (e.g., heart rate, systolic, mean, and diastolic arterial pressures). Reliable
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ABP pulse detection is crucial for extracting this information.

First, the algorithm preprocesses the signal stream using a low-pass IIR filter and

a slope sum function (SSF), and then it performs the detection of the pulse onset.

low-pass (IIR) SSF detect
x(n) y(n) z(n)

The low-pass filter suppresses high frequency noise, and is defined by y(n) = 2y(n−

1) − y(n − 2) + x(n) − 2x(n − 5) + x(n − 10). The SSF is defined by z(n) =∑
0≤i≤31max(0, d(n − i)), where d(n) = y(n) − y(n − 1). It enhances the up-slope

of the ABP pulse and restrains the remainder of the pressure waveform. The query

getVTP : Q(VT, VTP) annotates each item {val, ts} of the input stream with an

additional component pval, which is the result of the preprocessing. The type

VTP = {val : V, ts : T, pval : V} extends VT with this additional component. These

preprocessed values have a phase shift of 20 ms (5 samples), which is introduced by

low-pass filtering.

The detection of ABP onset is described by the following rules: R1. In intervals

where the SSF value exceeds a threshold Thred (i.e. a tentative pulse), the algorithm

selects the first and the maximum SSF values. R2. The pulse detection is accepted

only if the difference between the first and the maximum SSF values exceeds 100. R3.

When the pulse is accepted, the algorithm chooses the first sample that crosses the

threshold as the onset point. The detected onset is adjusted by 20 ms (5 samples) to

compensate for the phase shift of low-pass filtering. R4. After an onset is detected,

to avoid double detection of the same pulse, the detection falls silent for 300 ms.

Figure 3.15 shows the StreamQL implementation of the detection algorithm.
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# preprocess the signal

lowPass = IIR({−1, 2}, {1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1})
diff = sWindow(2, 1, (x, y) -> y− x)

sum = sWindow(32, 1, reduce((x, y) -> (y > 0) ? (x+ y) : x))

ssf = diff≫ sum

preProc = map(x -> x.val)≫ lowPass≫ ssf

getVTP = annotate(preProc, (x, y) -> ⟨x.val, x.ts, y⟩)
# select signal interval containing a peak (R1)

pulse = takeWhen(x -> x.pval > Thred, x -> x.pval < Thred)

# select the first element in interval as the onset sample

# find the measurement with the maximum preprocessed value,

# and store them as a pair ⟨first, max⟩
select = reduce(x -> ⟨x, x⟩, (⟨f, m⟩, x) -> ⟨f, (x.pval > m.pval) ? x : m⟩)
# examine the detected pulse (R2) and project the onset

getOnset = filterMap(⟨f, m⟩ -> m.pval− f.pval > 100, ⟨f, m⟩ -> f)
detect1 = getVTP≫ pulse≫ select≫ check≫ getOnset

rft = skip(75) # after detecting the ABP onset, apply R4

detectAll = seq(detect1, iter(rft≫ detect1))

subShift = map(x -> x.ts− 5) # compensate for phase shift

ABPDetection = detectAll≫ subShift

Figure 3.15 : StreamQL program for ABP pulse detection.

3.9 Chapter Summary

We have introduced StreamQL, a language that specifies complex streaming compu-

tations as combinations of stream transformations. StreamQL integrates relational,

dataflow, and temporal language constructs to provide an expressive and modular

high-level approach for programming streaming analyses. We have implemented

StreamQL as a Java library, and we have compared its performance against three

popular streaming engines (RxJava, Reactor, and Siddhi) using four benchmarks. In

benchmarking with real-world applications, the throughput of the StreamQL library

is consistently higher: 1.1–10 times higher than RxJava, 1.2–20 times higher than

Reactor, and 5–100 times higher than Siddhi. We have used StreamQL to easily

prototype a streaming algorithm for ABP (Arterial Blood Pressure) pulse detection, a

complex computation that is difficult to express in other streaming languages.
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Chapter 4

Recognition of Regular Patterns

4.1 Motivation

Regular pattern matching, where the patterns are expressed with finite-state automata

or regular expressions, has numerous applications in text search and analysis [151],

network security [43], bioinformatics [65, 66], and runtime verification [44, 67]. Various

techniques have been developed for matching regular patterns, many of which are

based on the execution of deterministic finite automata (DFAs) or nondeterministic

finite automata (NFAs). DFA-based techniques are generally faster, as the processing

of an input element requires a single memory lookup, while NFA-based techniques are

slower, as they involve extending several execution paths when processing one element.

The advantage of NFAs over DFAs is that they are typically more memory-efficient,

and there are cases where an equivalent DFA would unavoidably be exponentially

larger [69].

Many applications require the processing of large and complex NFAs on real-time

streams of data collected from sensors, networks, and various system traces. Energy

efficiency and memory efficiency (in terms of the memory capacity or chip footprint

needed for a given NFA) are highly desirable for both high-performance computing

and battery-powered embedded applications. NFA processing requires frequent, yet

irregular and unpredictable, memory accesses on general-purpose processors, leading

to limited throughput and high power on CPU and GPU architectures [70, 71, 72].
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Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) offer high speed through hardware-level

parallelism, but are often bottlenecked by routing congestion [73, 74] and their high

power, area and cost prevent their use in mobile and embedded devices. Even with

digital application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) accelerators, the memory access

bandwidth restricts the parallelism [75, 76]. The latest hardware technology that

addresses these challenges is in-memory architecture. This architecture processes

the NFA transitions directly inside memories with massive parallelism and provides

high throughput. For instance, the Automata Processor (AP) from Micron [54, 77]

outperforms x86 CPUs by 256 times and general purpose GPUs by 32 times in the

ANMLZoo benchmark suite [70, 225].

Classical regular expressions (regexes) involve operators for concatenation ·, nonde-

terministic choice +, and iteration (Kleene’s star) ∗ (see more details in Section 2.2.1).

They can be translated into NFAs whose size is linear in the size of the regex [78, 79].

However, the regexes used in practice have several additional features that make them

more succinct. One such feature is counting, written as r{m,n}, which is also called

bounded repetition. The pattern r{m,n} expresses that the subpattern r is repeated

anywhere from m to n times. This bounded repetition is ubiquitous in practical

use cases of regexes. For instance, in our analysis of various datasets pertaining to

network intrusion detection, such as Snort [133] and Suricata [134], as well as motif

searches in biological sequences like Protomata [135, 65], we found the occurrence of

bounded repetitions in the majority of the patterns. The näıve approach for dealing

with counting operators is to rewrite them by unfolding. For example, r{n, n} is

unfolded into r · r · · · r (n-fold concatenation) and results in an NFA of size linear in

n (and therefore can produce a DFA of size exponential in n). Given that n can scale

significantly, handling counting emerges as one of the main technical hurdles for the
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effective implementation of hardware-based approaches in executing practical regular

patterns.

Existing in-memory NFA architectures use this näıve unfolding method to handle

bounded repetition. This leads to the use of a large number of STEs∗ to support

counting. In AP [54] and CA (Cache Automaton) [225], each STE uses 256 memory

bits for 8-bit symbols. In the latest Impala [226] and CAMA† [53] designs, each STE

requires 16 to 32 memory bits. Even with this improvement, a modest counting

operator with an upper limit 1024 requires at least 16384 memory bits, while the

information required for implementing the operator may be only 10 bits in some cases.

Therefore, the unfolding solution results in large memory and energy cost.

4.2 Contributions

We explored software and hardware co-design for integrating counter and bit vector

modules into a state-of-the-art in-memory NFA architecture. Our design is inspired by

an extension of NFAs with counter registers called nondeterministic counter automata

(NCAs). In an NCA, a computation path involves not only transitions between

control states, but also the use of a finite number of registers that hold nonnegative

integers. Such automata are a natural execution model for regexes with counting, as

the counters can track the number of repetitions of subpatterns. When the counters

are bounded, NCAs are expressively equivalent to NFAs, but they can be exponentially

more succinct [69, 227]. Similar to how an NFA is executed by maintaining the set of

active states, an NCA is executed by maintaining a set of pairs, which we call tokens,

∗STE stands for State Transition Element [54]. It is a hardware element that roughly corresponds
to the state of a homogeneous NFA. It contains a state bit (to indicate whether the state is active or
not) and a memory array that represents a character class.

†CAMA abbreviates Content Addressable Memory (CAM) enabled Automata accelerator.
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where the first component is the control state and the second component specifies the

values of the counters. A key idea of our approach is that we can statically analyze an

NCA to determine which states can carry a large number of tokens during execution.

We call a control state counter-unambiguous if it can only carry at most one token and

counter-ambiguous if it can carry more than one. In the case of counter-unambiguity

for a state q with counter x, we know that we only need to record one counter value,

which means that we need only one memory location whose size (in bits) is logarithmic

in the range M of possible counter values. In the case of counter-ambiguity for q

with counter x, we may have to record a large number of counter values (as large as

M), and our insight is to use a bit vector v of size M , where v[i] = 1 (resp., v[i] = 0)

indicates the presence (resp., absence) of a token at q with counter value i. Therefore,

identifying a state as counter-unambiguous enables a massive memory reduction for

this state from O(M) to O(logM).

We designed a static analysis algorithm for checking the counter-ambiguity of

NCAs and regexes by performing a systematic exploration of the space of reachable

tokens to identify the existence of some input string for which two different tokens are

placed on the same control state. This may lead to a large search space (exponential

in the size of the regex), and the worst case is not easy to avoid since the problem

is NP-hard. To handle difficult instances that involve large repetition bounds, we

also designed an over-approximate algorithm that gives an inconclusive output for

some instances, while still being able to identify cases of counter-unambiguity for most

cases in five real-world benchmarks. By combining the exact and over-approximate

algorithms, we can statically analyze within milliseconds the vast majority of regexes.

Using the insights about NCA execution mentioned earlier, we proposed a hardware

design that is based on existing in-memory NFA architectures (AP, CA, Impala,
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CAMA) augmented with (1) counter modules for counter-unambiguous states, and

(2) bit vector modules for counter-ambiguous states. We also provided a compiler

that statically analyzes an input regex to determine counter-(un)ambiguity and then

creates a representation of an automaton with counters and bit vectors using the

MNRL format [228] that can be used to program the hardware. Several existing

architectures like AP provide a counter module in their design, but they typically do

not provide a compiler that translates regexes to hardware-recognizable programs.

Also, counter registers alone cannot deal with the challenging instances of counting.

Compared with prior works that do not provide a bit vector module, we proposed a

novel design that can systematically handle counting and ensure correct compilation

in both the easy (requiring counters) and difficult (requiring bit vectors) cases.

We modified the open-source simulator VASim [70] to simulate the hardware perfor-

mance of our counter- and bit-vector-augmented CAMA design. In microbenchmarks,

we evaluated the energy and area consumption of counters and bit vectors against

their unfolded counterparts. The results show that our counter- and bit-vector-based

design can reduce energy usage by orders of magnitude and the area by large margins.

Furthermore, we evaluated the performance of the augmented CAMA design using the

Snort [133], Suricata [134], Protomata [65], and SpamAssassin [229] benchmarks. For

applications involving regexes with large counting upper bounds‡, the results show

as large as 76% energy reduction and 58% area reduction. For regexes with small

counting upper bounds, the results show little to no overhead.

The main contributions are summarized below:

• We use the notion of counter-unambiguity to identify instances of bounded

‡For the patterns r{n} (which is the abbreviation for r{n, n}), r{m,n}, and r{n, } (which is
equivalent to r{n} · r∗), the value n is the upper bound of counting.
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repetition that can be handled with a small amount of memory. We describe

both an exact and an over-approximate static analysis for counter-(un)ambiguity

which, when combined, allow us to efficiently analyze the regexes that arise in

several application domains.

• We provide a compiler that enables the high-level programming of the hardware

using POSIX-style regexes. The compiler first performs the static analysis for

counter-(un)ambiguity and then leverages the analysis results for producing a

low-level description of the automaton.

• We propose a hardware design that augments the prior NFA-based CAMA

architecture [53] with counter and bit vector modules, which are inspired from

the execution of NCAs and the classification of states as counter-(un)ambiguous.

This architecture achieves substantial energy and area reductions compared to

prior designs.

4.3 Nondeterministic Counter Automata

Nondeterministic counter automata (NCAs) is an extension of NFAs with counter

registers. In an NCA, a computation path involves not only transitions between

control states, but also the use of a finite number of registers that hold nonnegative

integers. Such automata are a natural execution model for regexes with counting, as

the counters can track the number of repetitions of subpatterns. When the counters

are bounded, NCAs are expressively equivalent to NFAs, but they can be exponentially

more succinct [69, 227].

We fix an infinite set CReg of counter registers or, simply, counters. We typically

write x, y, z, . . . to denote counter registers. For a subset V ⊆ CReg of counters, we
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say that a function β : V → N, which assigns a value to each counter in V , is a

V -valuation.

Definition 4.3.1. Let Σ be a finite alphabet. A nondeterministic counter automaton

(NCA) with input alphabet Σ is a tuple A = (Q,R,∆, I, F ), where

− Q is a finite set of states,

− R : Q→ P(CReg) is a function that maps each state to a finite set of counters,

− ∆ is the transition relation, which contains finitely many transitions of the form

(p, σ, φ, q, ϑ), where p is the source state, σ ⊆ Σ is a predicate over the alphabet,

φ ⊆ (R(p)→ N) is a predicate over R(p)-valuations, q is the destination state, and

ϑ : (R(p)→ N)→ (R(q)→ N),

− I is the initialization function, a partial function defined on the subset dom(I) ⊆ Q

of initial states that specifies an initial valuation I(q) : R(q)→ N for each initial

state q, and

− F is the finalization function, a partial function defined on the subset dom(F ) ⊆ Q

of final states that specifies a predicate F (q) ⊆ R(q)→ N for each final state q.

We remark that the states in an NCA defined above do not necessarily have the

same counters. In fact, some states may not have any counter at all, and we say that

a state q ∈ Q is pure if R(q) = ∅, that is, it has no counter associated with it. In a

transition (p, σ, φ, q, ϑ), we will call the predicate φ a guard because it may restrict

a transition based on the values of the counters, and we will call the function ϑ an

action because it describes how to assign counter values to the destination state given

the counter values in the source state.
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We convert regexes (with counting) to NCAs that recognize the same language

using a variant of the Glushkov construction [79, 230]. In contrast to Thompson’s

construction [78], Glushkov’s construction results in ε-free automata that are also

homogeneous, i.e., all incoming transitions of a state are labeled with the same predicate

over the alphabet.

Example 4.3.1. Consider the regex r1 = Σ∗σ1σ2{n} with n ≥ 1, where σ1, σ2 are

predicates over the alphabet. The following automaton recognizes the language of r1:

q1 q2 q3 : x

Σ

σ1 σ2 / x := 1

σ2, x < n / x++

x = n

The automaton above has three states: q1, q2, and q3. We write q3 : x to indicate

that R(q3) = {x}. Notice that q1 has no annotation with counters, which means that

R(q1) = ∅ (i.e., q1 is pure). We annotate each edge p→ q with an expression of the

form σ, φ / ϑ, where σ is a predicate over Σ, φ is a guard over the counters of p, and

ϑ is an assignment for the counters of q using the counters of p. If the guard φ is

omitted, then it is always true. The action ϑ is omitted only when R(q) ⊆ R(p), and

the omission indicates that the counters R(q) retain the values from the previous

state. We can also indicate this explicitly by writing “x := x”. We write “x = n”

for the guard that checks whether the value of counter x is equal to n, and we write

“x := n” to denote the assignment (action) of the value n to the counter x. We use

double circle notation to indicate that a state is final (see state q3 above). An arrow

emanating from a final state q is annotated with the predicate F (q) over counter

valuations (recall that F is the finalization function).

The regex r2 = Σ∗σ1(σ2σ3){m,n}σ4 with 1 ≤ m ≤ n is recognized by the following
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automaton:

q1 q2 q3 : x q4 : x q5
Σ

σ1 σ2 / x := 1

σ3

σ2, x < n / x++
σ4,m ≤ x ≤ n

The regex r3 = σ1{m}Σ∗σ2{n} with m,n ≥ 1 is recognized by the automaton below:

q1 q2 q3 : x q4 : x
σ1 / x := 1

σ1, x < m / x++

Σ, x = m

σ2, x = m / x := 1

Σ

σ2 / x := 1

σ2, x < n / x++

x = n

Nondeterministic Semantics of NCA

Let A be an NCA. A token for A is a pair (q, β), where q is a state and β : R(q)→ N is

a counter valuation for q. The set of all tokens for A is denoted by Tk(A). For a letter

a ∈ Σ, we define the token transition relation →a on Tk(A) as follows: (p, β)→a (q, γ)

if there is a transition (p, σ, φ, q, ϑ) ∈ ∆ with a ∈ σ such that β ∈ φ and γ = ϑ(β). A

token (q, β) is initial if the state q is initial. A token (q, β) is final if the state q is

final and β ∈ F (q). A run of A on a string a1a2 . . . an ∈ Σ∗ is a sequence

(q0, β0)
a1−−→ (q1, β1)

a2−−→ (q2, β2)
a3−−→ · · · an−−→ (qn, βn),

where each (qi, βi) is a token, q0 is an initial state and β0 = I(q0), and (qi−1, βi−1)→a

(qi, βi) for every i = 1, . . . , n. A run is accepting if it ends with a final token. The

NCA A accepts a string if there is an accepting run on it. We write JAK ⊆ Σ∗ for the

set of strings that A accepts.
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Notice that, for a NCA A, the set of tokens Tk(A) together with the transition

relations →a forms a labeled transition system. The family of transition relations

(→a)a∈Σ can be represented as a ternary relation → ⊆ Tk(A)× Σ×Tk(A).

For a pure state q (i.e., a state with no counter, see Definition 4.3.1), there is only

one valuation, denoted 0N : ∅ → N, which carries no information. So, we will often

abuse notation and simply write q for the token (q, 0N). Similarly, for a state q with

one counter, i.e., R(q) = {x} for some x ∈ CReg , a valuation β (of type {x} → N) for

q specifies only one value c = β(x) for the unique variable x for q. For this reason, we

will sometimes write (q, c) for a token for the state q.

Semantics Using NCA Configurations

Let A be an NCA. A configuration for A is a set of tokens for A. We write C(A)

for the set of all configurations for A. Define the configuration transition function

δ : C(A)× Σ→ C(A) as follows:

δ(S, a) = {(q, γ) | (p, β)→a (q, γ) for some (p, β) ∈ S}.

We extend the transition function to δ : C(A) × Σ∗ → C(A) by δ(S, ε) = S and

δ(S, xa) = δ(δ(S, x), a) for every x ∈ Σ∗ and a ∈ Σ. Let S0 be the set of all initial

tokens, which we call the initial configuration, and define [A] : Σ∗ → C(A) by

[A](x) = δ(S0, x). This semantics coincides with JAK in the following sense: for every

x ∈ Σ∗, x ∈ JAK iff [A](x) contains some final token.

Example 4.3.2. Fig. 4.1 shows the execution of the NCA for the regex Σ∗aΣ{5},

where a is a predicate that returns true if the input item is character a. In this figure,

q1 (resp., q2) is the abbreviation for the token (q1, 0N) (resp., (q2, 0N)), i.e., q1 (resp.,
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NCA : q1 q2 q3 : x

Σ

a Σ / x := 1

Σ, x < 5 / x++

x = 5

input NCA configuration output
q1 0

b q1 0
a q1, q2 0
b q1, (q3, 1) 0
a q1, q2, (q3, 2) 0
a q1, q2, (q3, 1), (q3, 3) 0
b q1, (q3, 1), (q3, 2), (q3, 4) 0
a q1, q2, (q3, 2), (q3, 3), (q3, 5) 1
a q1, q2, (q3, 1), (q3, 3), (q3, 4) 0
a q1, q2, (q3, 1), (q3, 2), (q3, 4), (q3, 5) 1
a q1, q2, (q3, 1), (q3, 2), (q3, 3), (q3, 5) 1
b q1, (q3, 1), (q3, 2), (q3, 3), (q3, 4) 0

Figure 4.1 : Execution of the NCA for the regular expression Σ∗aΣ{5}.

q2) is a pure state. The notation (qi, n) is the abbreviation for the token (qi, x 7→ n)

(the counter assignment maps x to n).

4.4 Static Analysis over Regular Expressions

In this section, we will see how to perform a static analysis over regexes to check

counter-(un)ambiguity. It is well-known that the presence of counting in regexes

can cause a blow-up in the amount of memory that is needed for the streaming

membership problem (checking if a string matches the regex in a single left-to-right

pass) [69, 231, 227]. There are, however, many cases that do not exhibit this worst-

case behavior. In this section, we will describe a static analysis for identifying

occurrences of bounded repetition {m,n} which can be implemented using memory

that is logarithmic in n. This enables a significant reduction in the memory that
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needs to be reserved for the membership problem. In order to identify the easier cases

of bounded repetition, we use the concept of counter-unambiguity, which informally

says that the nondeterminism of the automaton is constrained. We then develop two

algorithms for deciding counter-unambiguity (one exact and one approximate), and

we provide experimental results showing that they are effective in practice.

Let A = (Q,R,∆, I, F ) be an NCA. For a state q ∈ Q and a subset T ⊆ Tk(A) of

tokens for the automaton, define T |q = T ∩ ({q}× (R(q)→ N)). That is, T |q contains

exactly those tokens of T whose first component is the state q. The operational

intuition is that [A](x)|q is the set of tokens that we get at state q when we execute

the automaton A on input x. When it is possible to have more than two tokens

on the same state q after consuming an input string, we say that the state exhibits

counter-ambiguity. We will now define this concept and other related notions more

formally.

Definition 4.4.1 (Counter-Ambiguity). Let A be an NCA with bounded counters

and q be a state. The counter-ambiguity degree of q is defined as

degree(q) = supx∈Σ∗
(
size of [A](x)|q

)
.

We say that q is counter-unambiguous when degree(q) ≤ 1, and that q is counter-

ambiguous when degree(q) ≥ 2.

4.4.1 Deciding Counter-Ambiguity

According to Definition 4.4.1, the degree of counter-ambiguity of a state q is the

maximum number of different tokens that can end up at q during a computation. A

state q is counter-ambiguous iff there is a string a1a2 . . . an ∈ Σ∗ and two different
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runs on a1a2 . . . an

(q0, β0)
a1−−→ (q1, β1)

a2−−→ (q2, β2)
a3−−→ · · · an−−→ (qn, βn)

(q′0, β
′
0)

a1−−→ (q′1, β
′
1)

a2−−→ (q′2, β
′
2)

a3−−→ · · · an−−→ (q′n, β
′
n),

such that q = qn = q′n and βn ̸= β′
n.

Let G be the labeled transition system of tokens Tk(A) and token transitions of

the form t1 →a t2, where t1, t2 are tokens and a ∈ Σ. Define G2 = G×G to be the

product transition system with states Tk(A)×Tk(A), which contains a transition

⟨t1, t2⟩ →a ⟨t′1, t′2⟩ iff t1 →a t′1 and t2 →a t′2. A pair ⟨t1, t2⟩ is initial if both t1 and t2

are initial tokens. According to the characterization of the previous paragraph, a state

q of A is counter-ambiguous iff there exists a path in G2 that ends with some pair

⟨(q, β), (q, β′)⟩, where β ̸= β′. This idea can be extended to characterize the situation

where a state q has degree at least d ≥ 2: there exists a path in the d-fold Cartesian

product Gd that ends with some tuple ⟨(q, β1), . . . , (q, βd)⟩, where β1, . . . , βd are all

distinct.

Algorithm for Determining Counter-Ambiguity

When the product transition system Gd is finite, we can decide whether the counter-

ambiguity degree of a state is ≥ d with a straightforward reachability algorithm. For

deciding counter-ambiguity, we check whether the degree is ≥ 2, and therefore it

suffices to consider only G2. Notice that for the bounded counter automata that

we consider, Gd is always finite. We just need to exercise care to avoid a blowup

in the number of transitions. In our automata, the transitions are annotated with

predicates over the alphabet, not symbols of the alphabet. This is a succinct way to
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represent transitions, and we want to maintain such a representation in the graphs

Gd (assuming that we also use such a representation for G). This can be done by

considering the intersections of predicates and checking whether they are empty. More

specifically, for every pair of transitions t1 →σ1 t′1 and t2 →σ2 t′2, we add the transition

⟨t1, t2⟩ →σ1∩σ2 ⟨t′1, t′2⟩ in G2 when σ1 ∩ σ2 is nonempty.

Example 4.4.1. We will discuss here how to check counter-(un)ambiguity for the

regex Σ∗σ{2}. First, we construct the NCA for this regex, which is seen below:

q1 q2 : x

Σ

σ / x := 1

σ, x < 2 / x++

x = 2

Based on this NCA, we construct the transition system of tokens seen below:

q1 (q2, 1) (q2, 2)

Σ

σ σ

The token transition system is essentially an NFA, where the final state (token) is

indicated with a double circle.

To check the counter-ambiguity of a state q, we build the product transition system

and check whether there exists a path that ends in a pair of tokens ⟨(q, β), (q, β′)⟩
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with β ̸= β′. The figure below shows the product transition system:

⟨q1, q1⟩ ⟨q1, (q2, 1)⟩ ⟨q1, (q2, 2)⟩

⟨(q2, 1), q1⟩ ⟨(q2, 1), (q2, 1)⟩ ⟨(q2, 1), (q2, 2)⟩

⟨(q2, 2), q1⟩ ⟨(q2, 2), (q2, 1)⟩ ⟨(q2, 2), (q2, 2)⟩

Σ

σ

σ
σ

σ

σ

σ
σ σ

In the figure above, the presence of the pair ⟨(q2, 1), (q2, 2)⟩ or ⟨(q2, 2), (q2, 1)⟩ (colored

in green) witnesses the counter-ambiguity. Because of symmetry, some states and

transitions can be safely removed from the product automaton. Notice, for example,

that we do not need to explore both ⟨(q2, 1), q1⟩ and ⟨q1, (q2, 1)⟩. Therefore, in future

examples, we will omit part of the product automaton.

The exact analysis halts as soon as it finds a token pair that witnesses counter-

ambiguity. So, not all pairs are generated during the static analysis, unless the regex

is counter-unambiguous.

Consider a regex r that contains an occurrence of counting of the form (abcd){m,n}.

When the repetition bounds are sufficiently large, in the automaton A for r, the four

states that correspond to abcd are either all counter-unambiguous or they are all

counter-ambiguous. For this reason, the notion of counter-(un)ambiguity can be

defined with respect to instances of bounded repetition in regexes. We will also call a

regex counter-ambiguous if it contains at least one occurrence of bounded repetition

that is counter-ambiguous (equivalently, the NCA for the expression has at least one

counter-ambiguous state).
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Lemma 4.4.1 (Checking Counter-Ambiguity Is Hard). Let CAmbiguity be the

following problem: Given a regex r as input, is r counter-ambiguous? CAmbiguity

is NP-hard.

Proof. Consider the alphabet Σ = {a, b,#}. We will give a polynomial-time reduction

from the subset sum problem to CAmbiguity. Let S = {n1, n2, . . . nm} be a set of

natural numbers and T be a natural number. Recall that the subset sum problem

asks whether there is a subset S ′ ⊆ S of numbers whose sum is equal to T . Consider

the regex

(((a{n1}+ ε) · · · (a{nm}+ ε)#b) + (a{T}#bb))b{2}.

We focus on the rightmost occurrence of bounded repetition (i.e., b{2}). We claim

that this occurrence is counter-ambiguous if and only if there is a subset S ′ ⊆ S whose

sum is T . Consider the corresponding Glushkov automaton and the state q which

leads to the final state at the end that recognizes the b{2}. A word witnessing a path

to q would have to be of the form ax#by for some natural numbers x, y. If x ̸= T ,

then the word has no path through the branch (a{T}#bb). So, the only value it can

induce on the counter at the end is (y − 2). If x = T , and there exists a subset S ′ of

S such that
∑

S ′ = T , then a{T}#bbb could either take the path (a{T}#bb) and set

the counter to 1, or it could take the other path and set the counter to 2. If x = T

and there is no such subset S ′, then the only path the word can take is through the

branch (a{T}#bb) which would set the counter to (y − 2).

4.4.2 Over-Approximate Analysis

In Section 4.4.1, we presented an (exact) algorithm for deciding the counter-(un)ambiguity

of regexes and NCAs. The algorithm operates on the transition system of tokens
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of an NCA, whose size can be exponential in the size of the regex, because of the

counter valuations. For example, the regex Σ∗ · a · Σ{n} has size Θ(log n) (because

the repetition bound n is represented succinctly in binary or decimal notation) and

the corresponding token transition system has size Θ(n). From this it follows that

the exact algorithm may need exponential time in the worst case. Unfortunately,

this worst-case behavior is not easy to avoid given the NP-hardness of the problem

(Lemma 4.4.1). For this reason, we propose here a heuristic algorithm that performs an

“over-approximate” analysis, which can give two outputs: it either declares that a state

is counter-unambiguous, or it says that the analysis is inconclusive. In other words,

there are cases where the algorithm may suspect that a state is counter-ambiguous,

but it cannot conclusively declare it so.

The idea is to over-approximate all occurrences of {m,n} (constrained repetition)

with ∗ (unconstrained repetition), except for the one that we are analyzing. If we

think of this transformation in terms of NCAs, we see that it adds more paths to the

token transition graph, because more transitions are now enabled. A consequence of

this is that if the over-approximate automaton is counter-unambiguous, then surely

the original automaton (which has less paths) is also counter-unambiguous. On the

other hand, if the over-approximate automaton is counter-ambiguous, then we cannot

infer that the original automaton is counter-ambiguous.

Example 4.4.2. We show the static analysis for a counter-unambiguous regex r =

Σ∗(σ̄1σ1{n}+ σ̄2σ2{n}), where n is a constant. For this regex, the over-approximate

analysis is more efficient than the exact analysis. To illustrate this, we first construct
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the following NCA:

q1 q2

q3

q4 : x

q5 : x

Σ

σ̄1

σ̄2

σ1 / x := 1

σ1, x < n / x++

σ2 / x := 1

σ2, x < n / x++

x = n

x = n

The exact analysis constructs the token transition system:

q1 q2

q3

(q4, 1)

(q5, 1)

...

...

(q4, n)

(q5, n)

Σ

σ̄1

σ̄2

σ1

σ2

σ1

σ2

σ1

σ2

To determine whether the regex is counter-unambiguous, the exact analysis explores

all possible token pairs in the product transition system. In this example, the number

of explored pairs is Θ(n2). Below is a part of the product transition system, in which

all token pairs ⟨(q5, i), (q4, j)⟩ with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n (colored in green) will be explored.

⟨q1, q1⟩ ⟨q1, q2⟩

⟨q3, (q4, 1)⟩

⟨q1, (q4, 1)⟩

⟨(q5, 1), (q4, 2)⟩

⟨q3, (q4, 2)⟩ ⟨(q5, 1), (q4, 3)⟩

⟨(q5, 2), (q4, 3)⟩

...

...

...

Σ

σ̄1

σ̄2 ∩ σ1

σ1

σ2 ∩ σ1

σ̄2 ∩ σ1

σ2 ∩ σ1

σ2 ∩ σ1
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We observe that regexes of the form r = Σ∗(σ̄1σ1{n}+ σ̄2σ2{n}), where n is a large

number, can be found in the Snort and Suricata benchmarks. For these regexes, the

exact analysis may require a long computation. Fortunately, the over-approximate

analysis is substantially faster. We approximate the regex as r′ = Σ∗(σ̄1σ1{n}+ σ̄2σ
∗
2 )

and r′′ = Σ∗(σ̄1σ
∗
1 + σ̄2σ2{n}) and check the counter-ambiguity of r′ and r′′ using the

exact analysis. The regex r is determined to be counter-unambiguous if both r′ and

r′′ are counter-unambiguous. Below, we construct the token transition system G for

r′. Only Θ(n) token pairs are explored in the product transition system G2.

q1 q2

q3

(q4, 1) ... (q4, n)

Σ

σ̄1

σ̄2 σ2

σ1 σ1 σ1

The over-approximate analysis checks the counter-ambiguity of r′, r′′. So, it reduces

the complexity from Θ(n2) to Θ(n).

NCA Execution with Bit Vectors

If the static analysis determines that an NCA state q is counter-ambiguous, then this

implies that the execution of the automaton may require several memory locations

to store tokens of the form (q, β). Assuming that q has only one counter register x

(i.e., R(q) = {x}) and that q is n-bounded, we know that there are at most n different

possible tokens. In order to compactly represent a set of tokens, the idea is to use

a bit vector that indicates the presence or the absence of a specific token on q. So,

a bit vector v encodes a set of tokens on q as follows: v[i] = 1 iff the token (q, i) is

active. We can also think of a bit vector as a representation for part of the automaton
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configuration (recall the configuration semantics from Section4.3).

It remains to see how the execution of the automaton can be described using these

bit vectors to represent the configuration. Example 4.3.1 shows the NCA for the

regex Σ∗σ1(σ2σ3){m,n}σ4. This NCA is general enough to illustrate the main ways

in which we manipulate bit vectors:

(1) Consider a transition p → q, annotated with “σ / x := c”, where p is pure and

R(q) = {x}. A token on p is transformed into a bit vector v for q that is everywhere

0 except that v[c] = 1.

(2) Let p→ q be a transition, annotated with σ, where R(p) = R(q) = {x}. Since the

transition does not change the counter valuations, a bit vector v on p is passed

along unchanged to q.

(3) We will deal now with a transition p→ q, annotated with “σ, x < n/x++”, where

R(p) = R(q) = {x}. Assume further that both p and q are n-bounded, which

means that each state carries a bit vector of size n. This transition corresponds to

performing a shift operation to the bit vector v of p, resulting in a new bit vector

v′ for q. We have: v′[1] = 0 and v′[i+ 1] = v[i] for ever i = 2, . . . , n− 1.

(4) Finally, let us consider a transition p→ q, annotated with “σ,m ≤ x ≤ n”, where

R(p) = {x} and q is pure. If v is the current bit vector for p, then taking this

transition produces a token for q if and only if one of v[m], v[m+1], . . . , v[n−1], v[n]

is equal to 1. In other words, we have to compute the disjunction v[m]∨ · · · ∨ v[n].

The above cases involve the main operations that we use for bit vectors: setting the

least significant bit (case 1), shifting left by one position (case 3), and computing the

disjunction of some of the most significant bits (case 4).

The way bit vectors are used (setting the lowest-order bit, shifting, and reading

high-order bits) is similar to how queues and sliding windows are used for runtime
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verification with metric temporal logic (MTL) [67, 211, 38, 232, 233]. We note that

MTL involves constructs that specify time durations with intervals of the form [m,n],

which are akin to the bounded repetition construct {m,n} of regexes. This explains

the similarity in the implementation.

4.5 Experimental Evaluation of Static Analysis

We have implemented a Java program§ that statically analyzes regexes to determine

if they are counter-(un)ambiguous. We will call this program the counter-ambiguity

checker. The implementation includes both the exact and the over-approximate

analyses. As the approximate analysis may be unable to verify the counter-ambiguity

of some instances, our checker implements a hybrid analysis. First, it checks the

counter-(un)ambiguity of each instance of bounded repetition in the regex using the

over-approximate analysis. If it finds a potentially counter-ambiguous instance, then

it halts the over-approximate analysis and uses the exact algorithm to check the regex.

Otherwise, it determines that the regex is counter-unambiguous.

The checker not only determines if a regex is counter-ambiguous but also provides

a counter-ambiguity witness, which is a string over the alphabet. If the NCA is

executed on the witness, then at least two tokens with different counter valuations

will end up on some state of the NCA. The checker supports the analysis of counter-

ambiguity for each instance of bounded repetition inside a regex. For example,

given a regex σ1{m}Σ∗σ2{n}, it can check the first instance (i.e., {m}), which is

counter-unambiguous, and the second instance (i.e., {n}), which is counter-ambiguous.

We evaluate the performance of our counter-ambiguity checker using five bench-

marks, which contain regexes collected from real applications. These benchmarks

§Link to the Java checker: https://ohyoukillkenny.github.io/source/regexchecker.html

https://ohyoukillkenny.github.io/source/regexchecker.html
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Figure 4.2 : The (a) running time and the (b) # of created token pairs of static
analysis for regexes. Exact means exact analysis, Approx means approximate analysis,
and Hybrid means hybrid analysis. E.g., “ClamAV Exact” means the exact analysis
in the ClamAV benchmark.

are: (1) the Snort [133] and (2) Suricata benchmarks [134] that contain patterns

for network traffic, (3) the Protomata benchmark that includes protein motifs from

the PROSITE database [135, 65], (4) the ClamAV benchmark [234] that contains

patterns that indicate the presence of viruses, and (5) the SpamAssassin benchmark

[229] that includes patterns for detecting spam email.
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Figure 4.3 : Running time (ms) comparison of exact and hybrid analyses on the Snort
and Suricata benchmarks.

Experimental Setup. The experiments were executed in Ubuntu 20.04 on a desktop

computer equipped with an Intel Xeon(R) E3-1241 v3 CPU (4 cores) with 16 GB of

memory (DDR3 at 1600 MHz). We used OpenJDK 17 and set the maximum heap

size to 4 GB. For each regex, we executed 20 trials and selected the mean runtime as

the value used in the reported results (excluding the first 10 “warm-up” trials).

4.5.1 Performance: Running Time

We evaluate the performance of the static analysis over regexes that have non-nested

instances of constrained repetition. Figure 4.2(a) shows the distribution of the running

time of the static analysis. The results are shown in 15 plots, which are organized in

a 5× 3 grid. There are 5 rows, one for each benchmark: ClamAV, Protomata, Snort,

SpamAssassin, and Suricata. There are 3 columns, one for each variant of the static
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analyzer: approximate, exact, and hybrid. The horizontal axis of each plot represents

the time (in milliseconds) that our checker uses for analyzing regexes, and the vertical

axis represents the number of regexes that need a certain amount of time for a variant

of static analysis.

In the Snort and Suricata benchmarks, the checker takes more than 1 second to

perform the exact analysis for several counter-unambiguous regexes. See the right

outliers in the plots labeled “Snort Exact” and “Suricata Exact” in Figure 4.2(a).

This information is seen more prominently in Figure 4.3, where the exact and hybrid

analyses are compared on the Snort and Suricata benchmarks. The points with

horizontal coordinate >1000 (msec) are noteworthy. They are substantially below the

diagonal, which means that the hybrid analysis offers significant improvement in terms

of running time. Some of these regexes are of the form Σ∗(σ̄1σ1{m}+ σ̄2σ2{n}+ · · · ),

where m,n, . . . are large numbers. When performing exact analysis on these regexes,

the checker needs to explore a large number of token pairs, which makes the analysis

time-consuming. However, as discussed in Example 4.4.2, the over-approximate

analysis can greatly reduce the cost of the computation. We observe that the over-

approximate analysis reduces the running time of expensive regexes by over 100

times in both the Snort and Suricata benchmarks. Moreover, as these regexes are

counter-unambiguous, the result of their over-approximate analysis is accurate. This

explains why the hybrid analysis also reduces the running time of these challenging

regexes.

4.5.2 Performance: Memory Footprint

The checker analyzes the counter-ambiguity of a regex by exploring token pairs in a

product transition system. These token pairs are created on the fly, as the transition
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system is being explored. We estimate the memory footprint of the static analysis by

measuring the number of token pairs that the checker creates. Figure 4.2(b) shows

the results for five benchmarks and three different variants of the static analysis.

Similarly to the case of running time, the over-approximate analysis greatly reduces

the worst-case cost of analyzing several counter-unambiguous regexes in the Snort and

Suricata benchmarks.

4.6 Hardware Design for Efficiently Executing NCAs

In collaboration with researchers from SIMS Lab¶ at Rice University, we augmented

a state-of-the-art in-memory NFA acceleration architecture called CAMA [53] with

counter and bit vector modules. In this section, we will present our hardware design

for efficiently executing NCAs.

Existing in-memory automata accelerators adopt a two-phase architecture: a state

matching phase that finds the current active states, and a state transition phase that

calculates the available states in the next cycle. AP-style accelerators, such as AP

[54], CA [225], and eAP‖ [235], perform state matching by reading from read-access

memories (RAMs) that store bit vector representations of states in memory columns.

Each column in the RAM represents one state, which is called a State Transition

Element (STE). Using 8-bit symbols as an example, each RAM entry is 256-bit and the

i-th position has value 1 iff the symbol i is associated with the state∗∗. Additionally,

the connections between states are programmed into a switch network where existing

¶https://vlsi.rice.edu/
‖eAP stands for embedded Automata Processor.

∗∗Recall from Section4.3 that we consider homogeneous automata, which means that all transitions
leading to a state q are labeled with the same predicate σ over the alphabet. The RAM entry is a
representation of the predicate σ.

https://vlsi.rice.edu/
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state transitions are realized as physical connections.

Each processing cycle begins in the state matching phase, where an input symbol

is encoded as a one-hot representation†† and used as the address to read from the

state matching memory. The columns that read out ‘1’s indicate successful matches

between the input symbol and the STEs. With a logical AND operation between

the available states reported from the last cycle and the matched states reported by

the memory in the current cycle, matching results of the active states in the current

cycle are determined. Next, in the state transition phase, the current active states

pass through the programmed switch network to create the next vector which stores

available states for the next cycle.

However, AP-style accelerators severely under-utilize the state matching memories

in realistic NFAs across common benchmarks, because this approach is optimal

only for the worst case of purely random NFAs. Impala [226] and CAMA [53]

made critical improvements by proposing special encoding schemes to reduce the

state matching memory requirements. CAMA further employs specialized content-

addressable memories (CAM) to perform state matching with lower energy and

memory footprints than all other designs using RAM. Moreover, CAMA optimizes a

reduced-crossbar switch network that was first proposed by eAP, which largely reduces

the area and energy costs of state transitions. Compared with prior NFA in-memory

architectures, CAMA achieves leading throughput, energy, and area efficiency. The

throughput of CAMA is 2.14GBps, which is 1.18 times better than CA, 9.5 times

better than FPGA-based Grapefruit [73], and 2-4 orders better than CPU/GPU

solutions. The energy efficiency of CAMA is 4.91nJ/Byte, which is over 10 times

††The one-hot representation of an 8-bit symbol i consists of 28 = 256 bits, where the i-th bit has
value 1 and the others are 0.
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q0 qa qb : x qc : x qd
a b / x := 1 c

b, x < 3 / x++

d, 1 ≤ x ≤ 3

(a) Glushkov NCA for regex a(bc){1, 3}d

a b c d
x := 1

x < 3 / x++

1 ≤ x ≤ 3

(b) NCA with STEs for regex a(bc){1, 3}d

Figure 4.4 : The (a) Glushkov NCA for regex a(bc){1, 3}d and the (b) corresponding
NCA with STEs.

better than most efficient alternatives, i.e. Grapefruit (FPGA) and AP. We use the

latest memory- and energy-efficient CAMA architecture as the baseline and augment

it with our proposed counter and bit vector modules.

Figure 4.4 shows the Glushkov NCA for the counter-unambiguous regex a(bc){1, 3}c.

The Glushkov construction ensures that the NCA is homogeneous (all transitions

entering a state are labeled with the same predicate over the alphabet). This property

allows us to convert the NCA to a hardware-friendly representation by omitting the

initial state and pushing the predicates from the edges to the states, thus transforming

NCA states into STEs. For example, we push the predicate a into state qa so that in

Figure 4.4(b) we have a state labeled with the predicate a, which becomes an STE

that is activated to fire signals only when the input satisfies the predicate a.

The original CAMA design, as shown in Figure 4.5(a), only supports NCAs by

fully unfolding bounded repetitions. In our augmented CAMA, two types of hardware

modules, counters and bit vectors, are added to accelerate the execution of NCAs.

As shown in Figure 4.5(b), both modules take input from STEs related to counting

and produce output signals to the switch network. Counters are inserted to support

counter-unambiguous repetitions, while bit vectors are reserved for counter-ambiguous
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5 : (a) shows the CAMA design with the unfolding of regexes. (b) shows our
augmented design with the counter or the bit vector.

repetitions. Compared to CAMA, the additional counters and bit vectors retain all

necessary processing information while avoiding the cost of unfolding (which results

in additional STEs). In Section 4.7, we will further explain the design and the

input/output ports of the counter and bit vector modules.

It is worth mentioning that our proposed counters and bit vectors are not only

suitable for the CAMA architecture. Other in-memory automata architectures, like

CA, can also be augmented for NCAs with minor hardware design changes. Specifically,

these changes are: (1) counters and bit vectors need to be allowed to connect to

elements that represent states, and (2) the routing network needs to be extended to

store the transitions from counters and bit vectors.

The initial motivation for our hardware design came from the observation that

several instances of bounded repetition require significantly less memory than what is
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suggested by a näıve unfolding. This led to the formalization of counter-(un)ambiguity

in NCAs and the corresponding static analysis. For the counter-unambiguous case, it

suffices to use simple counter modules that keep track of the number of repetitions.

For the counter-ambiguous case, the use of bit vectors is a very natural choice for a

hardware representation of sets of tokens. These considerations led to the design of

the counter and bit vector modules. Physical constraints imposed by the hardware

call for minimizing the connections between STEs and the counting modules. For

this reason, we have chosen to use bit vectors for counter-ambiguous repetitions of

the form σ{m,n} and use (partial) unfolding for other cases. The vast majority

of counter-ambiguous repetitions in real-world benchmarks are of this form, so this

approach offers efficiency (due to an optimized hardware implementation) without

sacrificing generality (since the remaining cases can be handled at the level of the

software/compiler).

4.7 Compilation from Regular Expressions to MNRL Files

To program the hardware, we provide a description of the automata in the MNRL

language [228]. Our compiler takes a source regex and produces the MNRL file with

the following steps: (1) First, the compiler parses the regex and simplifies it with

certain rewrite rules, including the unfolding of repetitions with upper bound < 2 and

the merging of character classes inside simple alternations (e.g., [a]|[b] is rewritten to

[ab]). (2) Then, the compiler performs the static analysis (as described in Section 4.4)

and annotates the regex with the counter-(un)ambiguity result for each occurrence of

repetition. (3) Finally, the compiler generates the MNRL file using these annotations,

distinguishing cases where a counter suffices (counter-unambiguous) from cases where

a bit vector is necessary (counter-ambiguous).
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Figure 4.6 : Use of counter module to implement a(bc){m,n}d.

MNRL provides an element called upCounter for representing simple counters

[54, 228]. However, there is no distinction between counter-ambiguous and counter-

unambiguous repetition. We have therefore extended the MNRL format by adding

syntax for counters and bit vectors.

Figure 4.6 presents an abstraction of the counter module (enclosed by a dashed line)

by showing how it is used to implement the counter-unambiguous regex a(bc){m,n}d

in hardware. A counter has three incoming ports pre, fst, and lst, and two outgoing

ports en fst and en out, where ports are labeled with red dots in Figure 4.6. The

input port pre (i.e., pre-counting) is connected to the STE (labeled with a) located

right before the repetition, fst (i.e., first) is connected to the first STE (labeled with

b) in the repetition, and lst (i.e., last) is linked to the last STE (labeled with c) in

the repetition. The output port en out (i.e., enable output STE) activates the STE

(labeled with d) located right after the repetition, and en fst (i.e., enable first STE)

activates the first STE (labeled with b) in the repetition. The counter module consists

of a synchronous counting unit using D flip-flop and two digital comparators. The

module is designed to meet four constraints: (1) The counter value is reset to 0 when
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Figure 4.7 : Use of bit vector to implement [ab]∗a[ab]{m,n}b.

pre was active in the previous cycle and fst is currently active. This corresponds to

the initialization of the repetition. (2) The counter value is incremented by 1 when

fst is active but pre was not active in the previous cycle. This corresponds to one

complete cycle. (3) en out fires if lst is active and the counter value is within the

expected range (i.e., [m,n]). (4) en fst fires if lst is active and the counter value is

≤ n.

Figure 4.7 presents an abstraction of the bit vector module by showing how the

regex [ab]∗a[ab]{m,n}b is implemented in hardware. The core component of the bit

vector is a serial-in-parallel-out shift register. It supports four primary operations: (1)

reset, which resets all bits in the vector to 0, (2) setFirst, which sets the first bit

of the vector to 1, (3) shift, which shifts the vector by one bit, and (4) disjunct,

which computes the disjunction of a sub-array of bits from index m to n (if one of the

bits in the sub-array is 1, the output signal fires).
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Figure 4.8 : Energy (upper two figures) and area (bottom two) trade-off of unfolding
vs using counter (left two figures) and bit vector (right two), where axis is log-scaled.

4.8 Evaluation of Hardware Performance

We modified the open-source simulator VASim [70] to simulate the hardware perfor-

mance of our augmented CAMA. We include 17-bit counters for supporting unam-

biguous counting, and 2000-bit vectors for supporting ambiguous counting.

4.8.1 Micro-benchmarks

Figure 4.8 shows the trade-off of unfolding vs. using counter and bit vector modules.

In the left two sub-figures, we consider regexes a{n} with different values of n. These

regexes are counter-unambiguous – the hardware implementation only needs a single

counter module to perform the matching, while unfolding creates n STEs. The upper-

left (resp., bottom-left) sub-figure shows the energy (resp., area) cost of using a counter
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module compared with unfolding, where we always use a 17-bit counter module to

represent counter values regardless of their different repetition bounds. In the right

two sub-figures, we consider regexes Σ∗a{n}. These regexes are counter-ambiguous, so

the hardware needs to use a bit vector to perform matching, while unfolding creates n

STEs. In this comparison, we set the length of the bit vector to be equal to n for each

data point (this implies that bits are wasted). The upper-right (resp., bottom-right)

sub-figure shows the energy (resp., area) cost of using a bit vector compared with

unfolding. From the results shown in Figure 4.8, we observe that using a counter/bit

vector provides better performance compared to unfolding even for repetitions with

small upper bounds. It consistently reduces energy usage by orders of magnitude and

areas by large margins.

4.8.2 Real-world Benchmarks

We use the same benchmarks as described in Section 4.5 (except for ClamAV).

Figure 4.9 shows the number of MNRL nodes (which is linear in the number of

STEs) for different unfolding thresholds. For each benchmark and each point in the

corresponding curve, the horizontal axis shows the unfolding threshold k and the

vertical axis shows the number of MNRL nodes that are obtained from compiling

the entire benchmark after bounded repetitions up to k have been unfolded. The

rightmost point on each benchmark curve shows the unfolding threshold that results

in full unfolding for all regexes of the benchmark and the resulting number of MNRL

nodes.

We have simulated the area and the energy consumption of our augmented CAMA

by feeding compiled MNRL files with different unfolding thresholds to the modified

VASim using Protomata, SpamAssassin, Snort, and Suricata benchmarks. Figure 4.10
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Figure 4.9 : Total number of MNRL nodes with different unfolding thresholds (both
axes are log-scaled).

shows the per-input-byte energy consumption and the total area cost of the augmented

CAMA. The results show up to 76% energy reduction and 58% area reduction

in benchmarks with an abundance of instances of bounded repetition with large

upper bounds (i.e., Snort and Suricata). In benchmarks that generally include

bounded repetitions with small upper bounds (i.e., Protomata and SpamAssassin), the

augmented CAMA hardware still outperforms pure CAMA with little to no overhead.

We observe that for the Protomata and SpamAssassin benchmarks, our hardware

implementation provides less energy and area reduction compared with Snort and

Suricata. This is because, in general, the regexes in Protomata and SpamAssassin

have small repetition upper bounds. The wasted area in Figure 4.10 corresponds to

unused bits in the bit vector modules.
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Figure 4.10 : Per-input-byte energy consumption (left) and total area cost (right) of
the augmented CAMA hardware.

4.9 Chapter Summary

We have investigated hardware acceleration for regular pattern matching, where the

patterns are specified by regexes with an extended syntax that involves bounded

repetitions of the form r{m,n}. We have developed a design that integrates counter

and bit vector modules into an in-memory NFA-based hardware architecture. This

design is inspired from the theoretical model of nondeterministic counter automata

(NCAs) and the observation that some instances of bounded repetitions require only

a small amount of memory. We formalize this idea using the notion of counter-

unambiguity. We have implemented a regex-to-hardware compiler that performs a

static analysis for counter-(un)ambiguity over a regex and then creates a representation

of an automaton with counters and bit vectors that can be deployed on the hardware.

Our experiments show that using counters and bit vectors outperforms unfolding

solutions by orders of magnitude. Moreover, in experiments with real-world workloads,

we have observed that our design can provide up to 76% energy reduction and 58%

area reduction in comparison to CAMA, a state-of-the-art in-memory NFA processor.
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Chapter 5

Semantics-preserving Parallel Stream Processing

5.1 Motivation

Applications that handle massive streaming data have scalability requirements and

would benefit from a multicore implementation of the streaming language/engine.

For example, in the application related to high-frequency stock trading, billions of

quotes and transactions occur per day [80]. The non-trivial analysis applied to these

data, which have such high volume and velocity, requires a multicore implementation

that meets the throughput requirement. Additionally, applications that deal with

streaming data typically have strict correctness requirements regarding the in-order

processing of input items. For various workloads such as the analysis of price patterns

in the stock market [26] and the detection of arterial blood pressure pulses over sensor

measurements [81], a safe parallel implementation, as emphasized in [1], should process

items strictly based on their input order and produce the same result as the sequential

implementation.

In this dissertation, we focus on the parallel processing of streaming data on a

multicore CPU. The communication between different threads in this scenario is more

reliable than in a distributed system as messages/data items are delivered with lower

latency and are less likely to be lost compared to network communication. To parallelize

the processing of data items, programmers typically describe the computation as a

dataflow graph, where each node corresponds to a stage of the overall computation.
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During compilation and deployment, this dataflow graph is mapped to physical cores

and processes to achieve parallelism, which is used to accelerate the overall streaming

computation as multiple nodes can perform the computation simultaneously.

There is a variety of tools developed for exposing parallelism to stream processing

based on the dataflow graph. However, they often fail to provide sufficient support for

processing streaming data with the guarantee of safety in our context – the output of the

parallel computation should be the same as the sequential computation. For example,

systems for distributed stream processing [82, 22, 20, 83, 84, 236] such as Storm [20]

cannot provide support for preserving the sequential order of outputs, and others

such as Flink [83] utilize external APIs to reorder the timestamps of the input items.

Synchronous dataflow (SDF) languages and models [85, 30, 86, 31, 55] of computation

are useful for implementing the parallelism present in streaming computations in

the embedded software domain. However, SDF languages typically assume fixed

item rates, meaning that given an input item, a fixed number of output items will be

generated in the computation. This property is used for efficient scheduling determined

at compile-time, but the downside is that SDF languages cannot natively express

computations that involve dynamic item rates, where given an input item, an arbitrary

number of output items may be generated. A recent study from IBM [1] proposes

a framework to ensure safe data parallelism even if the streaming computation has

dynamic item rates. It provides multiple ordering strategies to preserve the sequential

semantics by assigning a sequence number to each data item and reordering items by

their sequence numbers. However, these strategies, in certain cases, are not sufficient

to maintain the sequential semantics when the computation is implemented with non-

linear task parallelism (“non-linear” indicates tasks cannot simply fit in a pipeline).

Timely Dataflow [82, 237] is a powerful framework for efficiently implementing data
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parallelism in streaming data processing. However, when the preservation of sequential

semantics is required, the throughput speedup may not be optimal. This is because

the timely dataflow engine needs to wait for the advancement of timestamps in the

processing of each data item, which can limit the potential for parallelism and hinder

overall throughput improvements.

5.2 Contributions

We proposed a novel ordering strategy for data items that diverges from traditional

methods by utilizing signatures. A signature is as a series of sequence numbers that

unambiguously indicates the processing order of the data. We have developed a general

framework that is built on this signature-based approach and is able to preserve the

sequential semantics. This framework is able to handle data items with duplicate

timestamps, adapt to dynamic item rates of operations, and accommodate non-linear

forms of task parallelism.

We have developed a lightweight Rust library called ParaStream, which safely

parallelizes the processing of data streams. Rust was chosen as it provides a user-

friendly environment for safe and efficient concurrent programming, known as “fearless

concurrency” [238]. ParaStream includes a comprehensive set of operators for de-

scribing streaming computations performed by a node in the dataflow graph, such as

primitives for transforming, filtering, and aggregating streams, a group-by combinator

for key-based partitioning and independent computation over disjoint sub-streams,

and tumbling/sliding windowing combinators for computations that operate on finite

spans of an unbounded data stream. Our algorithm for preserving sequential semantics

is implemented on top of each node, allowing users to program their computations

with safe parallelism without the need for low-level item reordering algorithms. We
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have compared ParaStream to popular lightweight libraries for efficient processing of

streaming data: StreamQL [87], RxJava [205], Reactor [128], and Timely Dataflow

[239] in single-threaded execution. The results show that ParaStream is 1.2-6 times

faster than StreamQL, 2–20 times faster than Timely Dataflow, 3-25 times faster than

RxJava, and 8-50 times faster than Reactor. Additionally, we have evaluated the

throughput scalability of ParaStream and observed that ParaStream offers superior

scalability compared to RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow. Furthermore, we

have observed near-linear throughput speedups of ParaStream in several real-world

benchmarks as the degree of parallelism increases.

As the summary of our contributions:

1. We present a novel framework for the parallel processing of streaming data that

preserves sequential semantics, where our framework handles challenges not fully

addressed in prior works.

2. We provide the ParaStream library, which offers high-level operators for pro-

gramming streaming computations, and supports safe parallelism with the

implementation of our semantics-preserving algorithms.

3. We provide a high-throughput library for supporting parallel streaming compu-

tations. The benchmarking results show that ParaStream consistently provides

higher throughput than state-of-the-art tools in single-threaded settings and sub-

stantial speedups with increasing degrees of parallelism, despite the additional

overhead of preserving sequential semantics.
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input Map LI OD output

Figure 5.1 : The three-stage pipeline of the outlier detection algorithm.

5.3 Challenges in Preserving Sequential Semantics

In this section, we will use concrete examples to describe parallel patterns commonly

used in real-world applications and discuss the challenges of implementing these

patterns while preserving sequential semantics. We will focus on the processing of a

stream of sensor measurements collected from different sensors, which is a time series

with non-decreasing timestamps. It is important to note that multiple data items

may have the same timestamps as they are detected by different sensors, and the time

series may have missing data points due to sensor failures.

We will demonstrate the use of a three-step outlier detection algorithm for measure-

ments collected by each sensor. This algorithm will first (1) detect measurements that

match a specific pattern (e.g., peak detection), then (2) update the temporal summary

of measurements (e.g., 1-hour average), and (3) compare the values of measurements

detected in the first step to the temporal summary obtained in the second step to

identify outliers. The stream processing pipeline, as shown in Figure 5.1, includes

three stages: (1) the Map stage deserializes incoming measurements from sensors

and retains only the scalar value, sensor identifier, and timestamp (discarding other

metadata), (2) the LI stage performs linear interpolation to fill in missing data points

for measurements collected by each sensor, and (3) the OD stage detects outliers from

measurements from every sensor.

Such a pipeline can be conveniently implemented as a dataflow graph by providing

the code for each node and using FIFO channels to pass data items between these
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Figure 5.2 : Dataflow graph with parallel transformation I.

nodes. The implementation described above exposes pipeline parallelism and therefore

suggests a multi-process execution, where each stage of the pipeline runs as an

independent process.

5.3.1 Parallel Transformations and Corresponding Challenges

To further improve the performance of the streaming computation, we apply three

parallel transformations to this implementation. These parallel transformations

introduce additional nodes to the dataflow graph, providing more opportunities for

parallelization to enhance the speed of computation. For each parallel transformation,

we will also discuss the challenges related to preserving the sequential semantics of

the original pipeline.

Parallel Transformation I

When sensors produce measurements at a very high rate, the deserialization stage

Map, which is computationally expensive, becomes a bottleneck. To alleviate this,

we can create several parallel instances of Map and enhance the throughput. The

implementation splits and balances the input stream across multiple Map instances,

and it then merges the output streams of the Map instances. The merged stream is

then sent to the LI stage for further processing. Figure 5.2 shows the dataflow graph

after this parallel transformation is performed.

The linear interpolation stage LI relies on receiving data items in increasing order
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of timestamps. However, if an algorithm directly merges the output streams of the

multiple Map instances, it can introduce arbitrary interleaving that may violate this

precondition. This can lead to non-determinism in the system, making the outputs

unpredictable and non-reproducible.

Parallel Transformation II

The computationally expensive processing applied to measurements collected from

each sensor (i.e., LI + OD) also causes a bottleneck. To address this, we split the output

from Map into multiple sub-streams, where each sub-stream contains measurements

from a unique sensor. We then create multiple parallel instances of the LI and OD

nodes, with each pair of LI and OD processing a set of these sub-streams. Figure 5.3

shows the dataflow graph after performing the second parallel transformation.

input
Map

Map

LI

LI

OD

OD

output

Figure 5.3 : Dataflow graph with parallel transformation II.

Similar to the first parallel transformation, the issue with the second parallel

transformation is that if we directly merge the results produced by multiple OD

instances, the interleaved output stream can contain out-of-order data items (i.e., with

decreasing timestamps).

Parallel Transformation III

Finally, we can enhance the throughput of the computation performed in each OD

node by introducing non-linear task parallelism to the execution. We split the
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Figure 5.4 : Dataflow graph with parallel transformation III.

computation performed on each OD node into three tasks as previously discussed:

pattern detection (performed on PD), temporal summarization (TS), and comparison

(CMP). The implementation below splits each OD node into three nodes, where PD and

TS are executed in parallel and their results are merged by CMP. Figure 5.4 shows the

corresponding dataflow graph.

We use CMP to collect the results produced by PD and TS. If the computation of PD

and TS is performed on different threads, CMP, without a reordering approach, may

fail to process the results from PD and TS based on their order of generation, thereby

breaking the sequential semantics.

5.3.2 Limitations in Prior Proposals

Functional reactive programming (FRP) related libraries like Rx [127, 39], Reac-

tor [128], and Akka Streams [129] are widely used to process the streaming data,

particularly for event-driven and interactive applications such as GUIs. These li-

braries address concurrency and support parallelism by describing the computa-

tion performed on different nodes as the transformation of reactives (signals and

events) [40, 124, 42, 125] and using a scheduler to perform the transformation using

different threads. However, when using these libraries, if we assign multiple threads to

perform a single step of the transformation simultaneously and merge the results from

these threads (e.g., the first parallel transformation), we cannot preserve the order of
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the outputs as the same as the sequential program.

The synchronous dataflow (SDF) languages and models of computation are useful

for expressing parallelism present in streaming computations [30, 86, 31, 55]. In

particular, StreamIt [55] provides a general framework for streaming signal processing

with efficient execution on multicore architectures. StreamIt assumes fixed item rates

(i.e., number of output items generated per input item) – a property used by SDF for

efficient scheduling determined at compile-time. Therefore, while it can preserve the

sequential semantics for the first parallel transformation since the item rate of MAP is

always 1, StreamIt cannot directly be used to program parallel transformations such

as the second transformation, where LI has dynamic item rates.

There are language-based approaches that enforce semantics-preserving paral-

lelization for processing data streams [200, 1, 202, 199, 201]. In particular, [1] has

presented a runtime system that can preserve the sequential semantics in the presence

of operators with dynamic item rates. This system generates sequence numbers and

attaches them to data items to later recover their order (if they get out of order).

However, such an order-restoration scheme with sequence numbers is not sufficient

to preserve the semantics in the presence of deep nesting of order-dependent parallel

computations. For example, in the third parallel transformation, let us consider the

input items of LI are assigned with unique sequence numbers, i.e., in Figure 5.5, a1,

b2, and c3 respectively have sequence numbers 1, 2, and 3. If LI produces multiple

outputs for an input item (e.g., f and g are generated by b), it will, based on the

order-restoration schemes described in [1], assign the same sequence number (e.g.,

2) to these outputs. After the output of LI is processed by PD and TS, the sequence

number shared by multiple items (e.g., 2) may be propagated and sent to CMP. In

this case, CMP can process items in a non-deterministic order (e.g., ...m2 l2 j2 i2...,
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Figure 5.5 : The use of sequence number to preserve the sequential semantics.
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Figure 5.6 : The use of timestamp to preserve the sequential semantics.

...j2 m2 l2 i2..., etc.), thus generating a different result compared to the sequential

program.

Trill [106] is a high-performance streaming library that employs a batched-columnar

data representation and dynamic compilation. Trill supports parallel stream processing

by providing streaming generalizations of the classic MapReduce operations with

temporal support, and it does not natively support parallel patterns which involve task

parallelism such as the third parallel transformation. Trill preserves the semantics by

reordering data items using their timestamps. However, this schema is not sufficient

when multiple items carry the same timestamp. For example, in the second parallel

transformation, let us consider two LI instances that receive data items with integer

timestamps “1, 3” and “2” respectively (see Figure 5.6). Suppose LI fills in the missing

data items for each time unit, the LI instance on the top will generate output data

items with timestamps “1, 2, 3”, where the interpolated data item shares the same

timestamp with data item sent to the LI instance on the bottom. After OD propagates

the output of LI instances, the sink of the pipeline may encounter two data items

with the same timestamp (e.g., 2), which introduces non-determinism.
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Based on the previous discussion, we have identified several challenges to be

addressed for the preservation of sequential semantics in the processing of streaming

data. These challenges include handling computation that generates data items that

share the same timestamp, operations with dynamic item rates, and non-linear task

parallelism. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has fully addressed these

challenges. As a result, users are left with two unsatisfying solutions: (1) they can

either accept these shortcomings and execute their computations with restricted

parallelism, which may introduce a throughput bottleneck, or (2) they can manually

preserve the semantics by implementing low-level item reordering algorithms for each

node in the dataflow graph, which is arduous and error-prone.

5.4 Solution from ParaStream

We propose a framework, called ParaStream, to support the parallel processing of

streaming data while preserving the sequential semantics. Our solution is based on

the use of signatures. A signature is a sequence of natural numbers that indicates

the expected processing order of each data item. By comparing the signature of each

data item in a lexicographic order, we can ensure data items always exit nodes in the

dataflow graph in the same order as they would without parallelization, thus preserving

the sequential semantics. In this section, we will first present the construction of

signatures for each data item. Then, we will show how we use signatures to handle

all aforementioned challenges, such as data with the same timestamps, computations

that have dynamic item rates, and the occurrence of non-linear task parallelism.

ParaStream uses a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to describe a streaming com-

putation that is performed on multiple threads. Each node of the DAG, for each

input item, monotonically generates outputs, where the monotonicity captures a key
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Figure 5.7 : Dataflow graph with the use of signatures.

feature of the streaming computation: an output item cannot be retracted after it has

been emitted. Each edge of the DAG is a concurrent FIFO channel that transmits

data from one node to another. A ParaStream DAG is constructed by three kinds of

nodes: splitter, worker, and merger, where a splitter receives data items from a single

input channel and sends output items into multiple output channels, a merger collects

input items from multiple input channels and provides outputs using a single output

channel, and a worker gets inputs from a single input channel and delivers output

to a single output channel. Additionally, each merger corresponds to a splitter such

that the merger collects the sub-streams originating from the partition performed

by the splitter and merges them as its output stream. Figure 5.7 shows a DAG for

PT2, where a splitter splits an input stream “a, b, c” and sends the sub-streams to

workers that perform linear interpolation and outlier detection, and a merger collects

the results from OD workers. We call the subgraph of a DAG that contains a splitter,

its corresponding merger, and all involved workers a parallel region.

The splitter propagates a data item that enters a parallel region using the following

algorithm: it counts the number of emitted outputs as n, and for each input item

with signature u, it assigns u ·n as the signature of the output generated by this input

item. Inside a parallel region, each worker assigns the same signature of each input

item to the outputs that are generated by it. Finally, the merger always first processes
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the input with the smallest signature received from all of its input channels. Then,

for each output generated by this input, the merger assigns a new signature to it by

removing the rightmost integer from the signature of the input.

ParaStream reorders the data based on their signatures, which indicate the occur-

rence order of each data item. Therefore, in cases where several data items have the

same timestamp, ParaStream can determine which item to process first since their

order of occurrence is unique. For example, in the previous figure, after “a, b, c” enter

the parallel region, a splitter assigns a signature to each input item (e.g., the signature

of a1 is 1). LI and OD workers in the parallel region copy the signature of each input

and assign it to the output generated by this input. For example, for the LI node

on the top, d is a data item generated during the linear interpolation. This item,

generated by c3, inherits the signature carried by c3, i.e., 3. When the merger merges

the results generated by OD workers, it can provide outputs in a deterministic order

such that b is always emitted before d since 2 < 3.

ParaStream preserves the sequential semantics even when the computation per-

formed on a node in the DAG has a dynamic item rate, where an arbitrary number of

outputs are generated by an input. If such a node is a worker or a merger, the order of

outputs is preserved automatically by the FIFO implementation of the output channel

since both worker and merger have only a single output channel. If such a node is a

splitter, we distinguish the order of its output items by assigning different signatures

to them. For example, for an input item carries signature u, if a splitter generates

two output items, it will assign these output items signatures u · n and u · (n + 1)

respectively, n is the current count of output items, based on their order of generation.

Furthermore, we can also use signatures to preserve the semantics in terms of

the execution of non-linear task parallelism. For example, in PT3 (see Figure 5.8),
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Figure 5.8 : The use of signature for dataflow graph with non-linear task parallelism.

Table 5.1 : Parallel patterns supported with the preservation of sequential semantics
in ParaStream, StreamIt, Rx, [1], Trill, and Timely Dataflow (✓/✣/✗ indicates
whether the pattern is supported, conditionally supported, or not supported, ✓/✣/✗

indicates whether the sequential semantics is preserved, conditionally preserved, or
not preserved).

ParaStream StreamIt Rx [1] Trill Timely
pipeline parallelism ✓/✓ ✓/✓ ✓/✓ ✓/✓ ✗/— ✓/✓
data parallelism ✓/✓ ✣/✓ ✓/✗ ✓/✓ ✓/✣ ✓/✣
MapReduce ✓/✓ ✗/— ✓/✗ ✓/✓ ✓/✣ ✓/✣
non-linear task parallelism ✓/✓ ✣/✓ ✗/— ✓/✣ ✗/— ✓/✣
mixed data/task parallelism ✓/✓ ✣/✓ ✗/— ✓/✣ ✗/— ✓/✣

suppose LI generates two outputs (i.e., b and c) for an input item a. LI, as a worker,

will directly assign the signature of the input to the output. Therefore, a, b, c carry

the same signature (i.e., u). The splitter that copies the data item will extend the

signature by a sequence number, and it will send items bu0 and cu2 (resp., bu1 and cu3)

to PD (resp., TS). We suppose PD (resp., TS) generates an output d (resp., e) for the

input item b. As PD and TS are workers, the output d from PD carries signature u0,

and e from TS carries signature u1. Therefore, we know d should be handled before e

because u0 < u1.

Table 5.1 lists parallel patterns supported with the preservation of the sequential

semantics in different tools. Pipeline parallelism involves breaking a task into a

sequence of processing stages that are executed concurrently, with each stage taking

the output of the previous stage as input and immediately passing its own output

downstream. Data parallelism refers to the parallel execution of the same task on
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disjoint parts of the data, such as the example shown in PT1 using parallel instances

of the task Map. MapReduce is a widely used pattern consisting of three stages:

map, shuffle, and reduce. This pattern typically partitions data streams by key, with

partitioned sub-streams processed concurrently. Task parallelism involves concurrent

execution of different tasks on multiple cores, and non-linear task parallelism refers to

tasks that have non-linear dependencies, making them unable to be expressed as a

simple pipeline. For example, PT3 contains non-linear task parallelism as CMP relies

on outputs from both PD and TS.

StreamIt [55] restricts the language to a synchronous subset: it has copy and round-

robin splitters but disallows value-based stream splitting. As a result, it is not able to

support all forms of data parallelism and non-linear task parallelism. Additionally,

StreamIt does not have native support for the MapReduce pattern, as the key-based

partitioning can introduce dynamic item rates. Rx [127] does not have native support

for non-linear task parallelism, and it is unable to preserve the data order when

merging outputs from multiple workers. The paper [1] addresses the parallelization of

tasks with dynamic item rates, however, it may not be able to support non-linear task

parallelism as its order-restoration scheme using sequence numbers is not sufficient to

distinguish the order of data items. Trill [106] supports parallelism through streaming

generalizations of MapReduce operations, but it cannot handle pipeline parallelism

with many stages or non-linear task parallelism. Furthermore, Trill’s preservation of

semantics for data parallelism and MapReduce is conditional as it assumes a total

ordering of timestamps carried by data items. Timely Dataflow [82, 237] supports

various forms of parallelism, and it allows the preservation of sequential semantics by

emitting a synchronization timestamp for each data item. However, a limitation arises

as the Timely Dataflow engine needs to wait for the advancement of timestamps for
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each data item it processes. This mandatory waiting period can greatly restrict the

scalability of the parallelization.

5.5 Preserve Semantics with Signatures

In this section, we will give a formal definition of the signature. We will then present

the algorithms for different kinds of nodes to preserve the sequential semantics and

analyze their complexity.

A stream is typically viewed as an unbounded sequence of data items; While there

are certain streams that indeed terminate (e.g., when reading lines from a text file).

We further generalize this notion of a stream (i.e., unbounded sequence) by allowing

the occurrence of a distinguished symbol □, called end-of-stream marker, that signals

the termination of the stream. Languages like StreamQRE [115] and StreamQL [87]

also provide such generalization as it naturally enables the temporal composition

of streaming operators. We use a signature to represent the semantics-preserving

processing order of each data item, which is a sequence of natural numbers assigned

to each streaming data element. We define the type of signatures as Sig. We use ε to

represent an empty signature and describe the concatenation of two signatures u and

v as u · v (later we omit · for simplicity). The signature follows a lexicographic order

(e.g., ε < 0 < 01 < 1), which we describe with a function cmp : Sig× Sig→ {−1, 0, 1}:

cmp(u, v) = 0, if u = v = ε,

cmp(u, v) = −1, if (u = ε and v ̸= ε) or h(u) < h(v),

cmp(u, v) = 1, if (v = ε and u ̸= ε) or h(u) > h(v),

cmp(u, v) = cmp(r(u), r(v)), if h(u) = h(v),
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where h : Sig → Nat returns the head of a non-empty signature, and r : Sig → Sig

returns the remainder. For signatures u and v, we say u < v if cmp(u, v) = −1, u = v

if cmp(u, v) = 0, and u > v if cmp(u, v) = 1.

We describe streaming computations using dataflow graphs constructed by three

kinds of nodes: splitter, worker, and merger. These nodes are connected by FIFO

channels, and each kind performs a specific algorithm to manipulate the signature of

each data item. We have described the rough idea of these algorithms in Section 5.4.

We will now present the details.

Execution of Worker

Algorithm 1 presents the execution of the worker node and specifies the manipulation

of the signature in the worker. The worker receives inputs from input ch. For each

input item, the worker uses gen vals to generate the output values and combine to

assign the signature to each output value.

Algorithm 1: The execution of the worker node.
Data: Input channel input ch

while input stream is not terminated do
in = input ch.get() ; /* Get an input with signature */

vals = gen vals(in) ; /* Generate output values */

forall val in vals do
out = combine(val, in.sig);
emit(out) ; /* Emit out to the output channel */

For example, as shown in Figure 5.9, we consider a graph that is a 3-stage pipeline

of workers as shown below, where a, b, c are values of input data items, □ is the

end-of-stream marker, and subscripts u, v, w, x are signatures carried by input items.

Worker w1 in the pipeline echoes its input item to its output. Worker w2 also echoes

the input while halts early upon the arrival of cw. Therefore, the end-of-stream marker
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w1 w2 w3
□xcwbvau □xcwbvau □wbvau □wbvbvauau

halts upon cw

Figure 5.9 : Example of the execution of workers.

produced by w2 carries the same signature as cw. Worker w3 echoes each input data

item twice, where its output items, generated by the same input, have the same

signature.

Execution of Splitter

Algorithm 2 shows the execution of the splitter node, and it presents how splitters

assign signatures to each of its emitted outputs. The splitter will count the number of

emitted outputs as n and extend the signature of each incoming input item by this

number (i.e., extend(in.sig, n)). This extended signature will be assigned to the

output item.

Algorithm 2: The execution of the splitter node.
Data: Input channel input ch

n← 0;
while input stream is not terminated do

in = input ch.get();
vals = gen vals(in);
forall val in vals do

new sig = extend(in.sig, n);
out = combine(val, new sig);
emit(out);
n = n+ 1;

For example, let us consider three kinds of common splitting strategies: round-

robin, hashing, and data-copying, where the first two strategies are usually used in data

parallelism, while the third one is typically used in task parallelism. Figure 5.10(a)
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Figure 5.10 : Example of the execution of splitters.

shows a round-robin splitter srr that distributes input items in a round-robin way.

Figure 5.10(b) shows a hashing splitter shs that splits input items based on their key

identifiers, where the key identifier of item aku (resp., clw) is k (resp., l). Figure 5.10(c)

presents a data-copy splitter scp that duplicates each input item and sends out copies

through two output channels. If the splitter observes an end-of-stream marker, it

will send it to all of its output channels to notify all of the connected nodes of the

termination of the data stream.

Execution of Merger

A merger selects the item with the smallest signature from input items received

from multiple input channels. Suppose this item has a signature u. The merger will

drop the rightmost integer of u and assign it to each output generated by this item.

Algorithm 3 presents how a merger manipulates the signatures of data items. For

each input channel, we use a FIFO buffer to store received items, which is considered

inactive if there is an end-of-stream marker at its head. A minimum heap, denoted as

hp, is used to maintain the head of each buffer. The top of the heap tracks the data

item with the smallest signature. When an input item arrives, the heap is updated

by function update. Once an item is ready for processing (i.e., known to have the

smallest signature), it is removed from the heap, and the function trim is used to
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Algorithm 3: The execution of the merger node.
Data: Input channels input chs[N ]
rr← 0 ; /* round-robin index for reading inputs */

num eos← 0 ; /* number of collected □s */

bufs← Queue[N ] ; /* buffers for all input channels */

/* MinHeap stores (k, v) pairs -- k is the head of an input channel, v is the

index of this channel in input chs. */

hp← MinHeap() ; /* MinHeap is sorted by k.sig */

has eos = bool[N ] ; /* track if an input channel terminates */

num active = N ; /* number of active buffers */

while true do
if has eos[rr] then

rr = (rr+ 1) mod N ;
continue;

in = input chs[rr].get();
if in is □ then

has eos[rr] = true;
num eos = num eos+ 1;
if bufs[rr].size() == 0 then

num active = num active− 1;
update(hp, bufs, has eos, num active);
if num eos == N then

new sig = in.sig.trim();
vals = gen vals(in);
forall val in vals do

emit(combine(val, new sig)) ; /* emit item */

emit(Eos(new sig)) ; /* emit eos with new signature */

break;

else
buf = bufs[rr];
buf.add(in) ; /* now in is a data item */

if in is at the head of buf then
hp.add(in, rr);
update(hp, bufs, has eos, num active);

Function update(hp, bufs, has eos, num active)
while hp.size() != 0 and hp.size() == num active do

(top, index) = hp.poll();
buf = bufs[index];
buf.pop();
new sig = top.sig.trim();
vals = gen vals(data);
forall val in vals do

emit(combine(val, new sig));
if buf.size() > 0 then

hp.add((buf.head(), index));
else if has eos[index] then

num active = num active− 1;
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obtain a new signature by removing the rightmost integer of the source signature.

This new signature is then assigned to each output item generated by the input item.

Let us consider an example. Figure 5.11(a) presents the sequential execution of a

computation id that echoes the input. Figure 5.11(b) shows a DAG that computes id

with data parallelism, which includes a round-robin splitter srr, workers w1 and w2,

and a merger m, where w1 and w2 concurrently computes id. The merger m collects

output items from w1 and w2, reorders them by their signatures, and emits them once

they are ready to be sent. Suppose m receives a0 as the first input item, it can outputs

a0 immediately once seeing b1 produced by w2 that has a greater signature (i.e., a0

is ready to be sent); Otherwise, a0 will be buffered. Finally, if m receives □, it will

emit an □ only if it collects □s from all of its input channels. The output of m in

Figure 5.11(b) is the same as the output as shown in Figure 5.11(a) – the sequential

semantics is preserved.

As another example, Figure 5.11(c) shows the sequential computation, where we

group input items by their keys, and we then duplicate each item into two copies and

perform computations id and last respectively to each copy (last selects the last

item in the stream). We use f // g to specify a computation: for each input item, we

respectively perform computation f and g to the input and always emit the output of

f before g. Therefore, in this example, the output produced by id should be handled

before the output of last, e.g., clid (i.e., cl produced by id) is handled before cllast.

Finally, the outputs are aggregated by a binary function (the combinator is denoted

by ◦). Figure 5.11(d) presents the parallel execution of this computation, which has

the same output as shown in Figure 5.11(c).
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Figure 5.11 : Example of execution related to data parallelism.
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5.5.1 Complexity of Signature Manipulation

The process of assigning a signature is relatively inexpensive in terms of complexity.

For workers, the signature of the input item is directly copied as the signature of the

corresponding output item(s). For splitters, a simple counter is used to count the

number of emitted output items and the signature of the input is extended by this

counter. In the case of mergers, the rightmost integer is dropped from the signature

of the input, and the resulting value is assigned as the signature of the outputs. The

time complexity of signature assignment is O(1) per item and a constant amount of

memory is used to store the signature of the input item and a counter if necessary.

However, merging signatures can be more computationally expensive as the merger

needs to track the smallest signature received from all input channels. While the FIFO

nature of the channels ensures the correct order of signatures inside each input channel,

the merger must still compare the signatures of data items at the head of each input

channel. The cost of the merging operation is non-deterministic as some items may

arrive later to the input channel. In the worst-case scenario, if an input item never

arrives at an input channel, the merger will buffer the entire data stream into memory

and the output will never be emitted. To address this issue, we implement heartbeats

in § 5.5.2 which ensures that an output can be emitted in a constant amount of time

even in the absence of input items from certain input channels.

We define the dimension of signature to analyze the complexity of the merging

algorithm. Each edge (data channel) of the DAG contains data items whose signatures

are of the same length. We call such a length the dimension of the edge. For a splitter,

if its input channel is of dimension d, all of its output edges will be of dimension d+ 1

since the signature is extended by an integer. For a worker, the input edge and output

edge share the same dimension as the signature of the input item is assigned to the
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Table 5.2 : Time and space complexity of the signature manipulation per data item
(k is the number of input edges, d is the dimension of the signature).

splitter worker merger
time O(1) O(1) O(d · log k)
space O(1) O(1) O(k)

generated output items. For a merger, if its input edge is of dimension d, all its output

edges will have a dimension of d− 1. The time complexity of the lexicographic-order-

based comparison between two signatures of dimension d is O(d). Therefore, for a

merger with k input edges, using brute force to compute the smallest signature would

have a time complexity of O(dk) per output item and a space complexity of O(1). We

use the minimum heap in Algorithm 3 to reduce the time complexity to O(d · log k).

The space complexity of the minimum heap is O(k) as it stores the signature of the

first item from each input channel.

Table 5.2 summarizes the complexity of signature manipulation per data item for

different types of DAG nodes. It shows that assuming a constant number of input

edges, typical for the limited number of computing cores on a machine, the memory

usage for manipulating signatures is O(1) per data item. The time complexity is close

to O(dmax) per data item, where dmax is the maximum length of the signature, which

is usually a small number.

5.5.2 Heartbeats

When merging inputs from multiple channels, we process an input item immediately

upon determining that it has the smallest signature. Otherwise, we temporarily store

it in a buffer. However, this approach can result in high latency and memory usage if

an input item never arrives at a particular channel.
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Figure 5.12 : Example of execution without and with heartbeats.

To address this problem, we incorporate a mechanism called heartbeats (denoted

by #) into the data stream at regular intervals. Heartbeats act as special data items

that represent the absence of items on a stream, similar mechanisms are often used in

other systems under various names such as punctuation [240], watermarks [100], or

pulses [1]. Each node propagates heartbeats by emitting them to each of its output

channels once it has collected a heartbeat from all of its input channels. We call

the duration between the insertion of heartbeats an epoch. Figure 5.12(a) and (b)

respectively show the DAG for the computation id//sum without and with heartbeats,

where the epoch is 2 and sum emits the sum of input items, denoted by s, upon the

termination of the input stream. The use of heartbeats guarantees that the merger

will receive data items on all input channels at least once per epoch. Therefore, a

merger can emit buffered data once it has collected a heartbeat from each of its input

channels, this ensures a low latency and memory usage.
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5.6 Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented ParaStream as a Rust library to support semantics-preserving

parallelism with our proposed algorithm. In this section, we will compare ParaStream

against StreamQL [87], RxJava [205], Reactor [128], and Timely Dataflow [239], which

are all lightweight high-performance libraries that can be used to process streaming

data. StreamQL is designed for single-threaded processing, while RxJava, Reactor,

and Timely Dataflow can be used in a multi-threaded setting. Notice that RxJava

and Reactor lack support for non-linear task parallelism.

The experiments were executed in Ubuntu 20.04 on a desktop computer equipped

with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2295 CPU (18 cores) and 128 GB of RAM. We used

OpenJDK 17 for Java programs and Rust 1.66-nightly for Rust programs. All data

points represent the average of at least five runs, with error bars showing the standard

deviation.

5.6.1 Evaluation of Sequential Implementation

We have evaluated the performance of the single-threaded implementation of ParaS-

tream against StreamQL, RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow. We create an input

stream of timestamped integers of the form {ts, val} as “{1, 1}, {2, 2}, ..., {n, n}”,

where both the timestamp ts and the data value val are integers, and n is set to be

10 million. We run several basic streaming computations over such an input stream,

and the queries are: map selects the value of each input item, filter removes items

with odd integer values, and sum calculates the sum of the values. The qualifiers

twnd, swnd, and grp refer to aggregation over tumbling windows, sliding windows,

and key-based partitions respectively. The qualifier gtw(gsw) refers to tumbling (slid-

ing) window aggregation over key-based partitions. For computations that involve
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key-based partitioning, we set key(x) = x.val mod 100, and for windows, we always

fix the window size to be 100 and the sliding interval to be 1 (if it is a sliding window).
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Figure 5.13 : Throughput (# items/sec, vertical axis) of ParaStream, Reactor, RxJava,
StreamQL, and Timely Dataflow in single-threaded settings.

Figure 5.13 illustrates the throughput of ParaStream, Reactor, RxJava, StreamQL,

and Timely Dataflow in single-threaded settings. ParaStream, adopting the technique

introduced by StreamQL, avoids the overheads brought by the construction of nested

stream objects, which makes it significantly faster than RxJava (3-25 times), Reactor

(8-50 times), and Timely Dataflow (2-20 times). Moreover, ParaStream is 1.2-6 times

faster than StreamQL.

5.6.2 Evaluation of Parallel Implementation

We have also evaluated the throughput performance of ParaStream in multi-threaded

settings. We assigned one thread for each worker, as well as two threads for the stream

splitter and merger. We used a function f , parameterized by n, which is defined as

fn(x) = 3n · x. This function allows us to evaluate the scalability of the throughput as

the primitive operation f becomes increasingly compute-intensive (by increasing the

parameter n).
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source map(fn/m)(stage1) map(fn/m)(stage2) · · · map(fn/m)(stagem) sink

Figure 5.14 : The dataflow graph for evaluating the throughput of pipeline parallelism.

Evaluation of the Throughput of Pipeline Parallelism

We consider using a pipeline of m stages to perform the computation map(fn), where

map(fn), for each input value x, computes the output value as fn(x). The computational

workload is partitioned uniformly across the pipeline stages – each stage performs

the computation map(fn/m). In the experiment, as n may not be exactly divisible by

m, each of the first m− 1 pipeline stages performs map(fa), where a = floor(n/m),

and the last stage computes map(fb), where b = n − (m − 1) · a. Figure 5.14 shows

the dataflow graph used for evaluating the throughput of pipeline parallelism. In the

ParaStream implementation, we created a worker thread to execute the computation

for each pipeline stage. We evaluated the performance of ParaStream using the

näıve algorithm without introducing signatures (i.e., preserve semantics by the FIFO

property of data channels) and the general semantics-preserving algorithm (assign

and copy signatures).

Figure 5.15(a) and (b) show the scalability of throughput in ParaStream without

and with the use of signature respectively. The baseline in these figures represents the

performance of the sequential implementation, with a speedup of 1. We also measured

the overhead caused by the propagation of signatures as the throughput reduction per

worker, as shown in Figure 5.15(c). Suppose the throughput of the implementation

without (resp., with) the use of signature is t1 (resp., t2). The throughput reduction

α is computed as: α = (t1 − t2)/t1. The results indicate that the overhead is less than

2% for each worker. Additionally, Figure 5.15(d), (e), and (f) present the throughput
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Figure 5.15 : The throughput scalability of the pipeline parallelism implemented in
ParaStream, RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow.
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Figure 5.16 : The dataflow graph for evaluating the throughput of data parallelism.

scalability of implementations in RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow. We observe

that ParaStream provides better scalability in terms of throughput.

Evaluation of the Throughput of Data Parallelism

We have also evaluated the scalability of throughput in terms of data parallelism – the

input stream is partitioned into multiple sub-streams, and each worker handles a sub-

stream of the input. We used query groupBy(sumn) to describe the computation of key-

based aggregation, where sumn is a binary function given by sumn(agg, x) = agg+fn(x)

that updates the aggregate. Recall that the parameter n controls the computational

cost of fn and hence sumn. To evaluate the parallel implementation of this query, we

used a splitter thread to partition the input stream equally with the key-extraction

function key(x) = x mod 256 for each input integer x. We sent send items with the

same key to the same worker thread and used the worker thread to perform sumn for

each key. The results are then collected by a merger thread. Figure 5.16 shows the

data flow graph for implementing such a pattern. We have evaluated the performance

of three implementations: (I) one that allows the worker threads to output items as

they become available (i.e., no order), (II) one that preserves the sequential semantics

by directly reordering aggregation results based on values of their keys (i.e., efficient

algorithm), and (III) one that using the general semantics-preserving algorithm (i.e.,
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general algorithm). Furthermore, we compared the performance of ParaStream against

RxJava and Reactor, which do not preserve the semantics.

Figure 5.17(a), (b), and (c) show the scalability of implementation (I), (II), and (III)

respectively, and Figure 5.17(d) presents the overheads (ratio of throughput slowdown

per worker compared to implementation (I)) brought by the preservation of semantics.

As seen in Figure 5.17(d), our reordering algorithm adds negligible overhead (< 2%)

to the throughput of each worker. Figure 5.17(e), (f), and (g) show the scalability

of throughput for RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow, which do not preserve the

sequential semantics. By comparing Figure 5.17(c), (e), (f), and (g), we can observe

that ParaStream provides better throughput scalability in terms of the implementation

of data parallelism compared to RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow, even though

it incurs additional overheads to preserve the sequential semantics.

Evaluation of the Throughput of Task Parallelism

We considered a computation that collects the results of 120 tasks for each input,

where each task computes map(fn) over the input value. In this computation, given

a stream that contains l input items, an output stream with 120 · l items will be

produced. To parallelize this computation, we used a splitter to send a copy of each

input item to multiple workers, with the number of tasks uniformly partitioned across

workers. Figure 5.18 shows the corresponding dataflow graph. Suppose the number

of workers is m, each worker will handle 120/m tasks. Finally, we used a merger to

collect outputs from these workers. We have evaluated three implementations: (I)

one that allows the worker threads to output items as they become available (i.e., the

no-order implementation), (II) one that preserves the sequential semantics by buffering

outputs until each worker generates 120/m outputs (i.e., the efficient implementation),
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Figure 5.17 : The throughput scalability of the data parallelism implemented in
ParaStream, RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow.
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Figure 5.18 : The dataflow graph for evaluating the throughput of task parallelism.

and (III) one that uses the general semantics-preserving algorithm as described in

Section 5.5 (i.e., the general implementation).

Figure 5.19(a), (b), and (c) show the throughput scalability of implementation (I),

(II), and (III) respectively, and Figure 5.19(d) presents the overheads caused by the

preservation of semantics – we observe the efficient algorithm introduces negligible

throughput slowdown, while the general algorithm brings small overheads (< 5%

slowdown per worker). Figure 5.19(e) shows the scalability of the implementation

in Timely Dataflow, where the implementation does not preserve the sequential

semantics. In the comparison between Figure 5.19(c) and Figure 5.19(e), we observe

our ParaStream implementation provides better throughput scalability against Timely

Dataflow even paying additional overheads to preserve the semantics. Notice we do

not evaluate the throughput of RxJava and Reactor for implementing task parallelism

because they do not natively support such a pattern.

Impact of Heartbeat

In reference to Section 5.5.2, an epoch is defined as the number of data items on

each channel between two consecutive heartbeats. We have evaluated the impact of

increasing the epoch on the speedup of throughput for the parallel computation of

map(fn). We utilized a splitter to divide the input stream into several sub-streams,
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Figure 5.19 : The throughput scalability of the task parallelism implemented in
ParaStream and Timely Dataflow.
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Figure 5.20 : Example of the dataflow graph for evaluating the impact of heartbeats
(epoch = 1).
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each of which was assigned to a worker for computation. The results were then

collected by a merger in a way that preserved the semantics. For an epoch of e, the

splitter would send ew items to each worker before sending a heartbeat, where w is the

number of workers. Figure 5.20 shows an example of the dataflow graph for examining

the impact of the insertion of heartbeats. We examined epochs of e = 1, 4, 16, 64, 256.

The scalability of the throughput for parallelizing map(fn) with different epochs

can be seen in Figure 5.21(a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), and the overhead caused by adding

heartbeats is illustrated in Figure 5.21(f). As the value of the epoch increases, the

overhead decreases due to the reduction in the frequency of heartbeat synchronization.

Real-world Benchmarks

We have also evaluated the throughput scalability of ParaStream on the following

real-world workloads:

regex. The regex matching benchmark involves counting the occurrences of patterns

described by regular expressions in an input text. We iterated a 2 MB English

book as the input source, which was fed over a 10-sec sliding window with a

1-sec interval.

urlcnt. The URL counting benchmark [241] requires the parsing of network packets

and the counting of unique URL identifiers inside the packets. We used the

Yandex dataset [242] with 70M unique URLs and a 30-sec tumbling window.

pattern. The stock pattern detection benchmark [221, 58, 57] involves the detection

of five consecutive quotes whose prices fluctuate in a V-pattern (down, down, up,

up) for each stock in the market. We used the dataset from [220] and considered

a 1-min tumbling window.
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Figure 5.21 : The throughput scalability for parallelizing map(fn) with different epochs
in ParaStream.
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netmon. The network latency monitoring benchmark [241, 191] requires the par-

titioning of network latency records by IP pairs (i.e., source-destination) and

the computation of the average latency per partition. We used the dataset

introduced in [243] and a 10-sec tumbling window.

loadpred. The load prediction benchmark involves the computation of the median

value of the load measurement (in Watts) in a 30-min sliding window for each

household, which is a variant of the benchmark used for the “Smart Homes”

competition of the DEBS 2014 conference [244].

bbo. The best bid and offer matching [87] benchmark searches for the best bid and

offer from high-frequency stock transactions for each stock. We used data from

the NYSE TAQ dataset [80], which collects real-time trades and quotes reported

on the U.S. Consolidated Tape and fed the data over a 100-ms tumbling window.

rsi. This benchmark involves the computation of the relative strength index (RSI) for

each stock. RSI [245] is a technical indicator used in financial markets to measure

the price momentum of a stock or other security. The RSI calculation [246]

involves comparing the average fluctuation of trading prices and volumes over a

certain number of periods. We also used NYSE TAQ dataset [80] to compute

RSI.

pagerank. The PageRank benchmark [82] involves the iterative ranking of pages

in a web graph using a feedback loop. We multiplied the rank vector with the

web graph adjacency matrix in each iteration, where each worker multiplies the

previous rank vector with some rows of the adjacency matrix. and their results

will be later assembled by a merger.
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kmeans. The K-Means benchmark involves iterative computation for unsupervised

clustering using the K-Means algorithm [247]. In each iteration, a splitter will

assign samples and initial centroids to workers. Each worker will update the

local centroids based on the samples it receives. At the end of each iteration,

workers send their local centroids to a merger, which will summarize the results

and sends them back to the splitter. We used a synthesized dataset containing

10,000 samples in 10 clusters, where each sample consists of 100 features.

har. The Human activity recognition benchmark involves the streaming classification

of human motions (standing, sitting, laying down, walking, etc.) by convolutional

neural networks (CNN) [248] inference. We used data from a dataset [249] that

contains signals collected from smartphones. To perform the CNN inference, we

used sliding windows of size 2.65 seconds as suggested in [249].

vibration. The vibration monitoring benchmark involves monitoring the vibration

signals of ball bearings to predict their failure rates. These sensors generate

data streams at a very high frequency, often as much as 40 KHz [250]. To

accurately predict failures, statistical analysis tools such as kurtosis [251] and

crest factor [252] can be computed on the signal measurements, where kurtosis

is a measure of whether the data are heavy-tailed or light-tailed relative to a

normal distribution, and crest factor is a parameter of a waveform, such as

alternating current or sound, showing how extreme the peaks are in a waveform.

We used a real-world dataset [253] collected from bearings with different health

conditions. We performed analysis over a 100-msec tumbling window.

fraud. The fraud detection benchmark involves the identification of fraudulent

activities from the financial transaction data of their customers. The strategy
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Figure 5.22 : Throughput speedup for real-world benchmarks with different degrees of
parallelism.

we used is to look for small payment transactions with quantity ps, followed

by large payment transactions with quantity pl, occurring within a short time

interval t [254]. We computed the moving average (µ) and standard deviation

(σ) of the transaction amounts for each customer over a 10-day sliding window.

The threshold for large (resp., small) quantity is set as µ + 3σ (resp., µ - 3σ).

The scalability of throughput for the ParaStream implementations that handle

the aforementioned real-world workloads while preserving semantics can be seen

in Figure 5.22. The horizontal axis represents the degree of parallelism, which is

the number of threads used to perform the computation on workers. It can be

observed that there is a near-linear increase in throughput compared to the sequential

implementation for different real-world workloads.
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5.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we present a programming system for safely parallelizing the processing

of streaming data on a multicore CPU. Our system is based on the use of signature,

allowing the preservation of sequential semantics in the implementation of complex

patterns of parallelism. We have developed a Rust library called ParaStream to

support semantics-preserving parallelism in the processing of data streams. Our

experimental results show that ParaStream, in terms of single-threaded throughput,

consistently outperforms state-of-the-art tools. ParaStream is 1.2 to 6 times faster

than StreamQL, 2 to 20 times faster than Timely Dataflow, 3 to 25 times faster

than RxJava, and 8 to 50 times faster than Reactor. Additionally, ParaStream offers

superior throughput scalability compared to RxJava, Reactor, and Timely Dataflow.

Furthermore, ParaStream provides substantial performance gains with increasing

degree of parallelism in real-world benchmarks.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

This thesis discusses the language support for real-time data processing. The technical

sections of this thesis can be divided into three parts.

In Chapter 3, we introduced StreamQL, a language for specifying complex streaming

computations as compositions of stream transformations. StreamQL merges relational,

dataflow, and temporal constructs, offering a high-level approach for programming

streaming analyses. StreamQL consistently outperforms popular streaming engines

like RxJava, Reactor, and Siddhi across various real-world benchmarks, proving its

efficacy.

In Chapter 4, we focused on hardware acceleration for regular pattern matching

with regexes that include bounded repetitions. We formulated a design that integrates

counter and bit vector modules into an in-memory NFA-based hardware architecture,

inspired by the theoretical model of nondeterministic counter automata. Our regex-

to-hardware compiler analyzes counter-(un)ambiguity over regexes and then generates

an automaton representation that can be deployed on the hardware. This approach

surpasses unfolding solutions significantly. In experiments with real-world benchmarks,

we have observed significant energy and area reductions provided by our design

compared to a state-of-the-art processor for in-memory regex matching.

In Chapter 5, we presented a novel programming system to parallelize the processing
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of streaming data with the preservation of sequential semantics. Our algorithms

utilize signatures to preserve the sequential semantics of the computations. We have

implemented the programming system as a Rust library, ParaStream, which offers

superior throughput and scalability to the existing tools.

6.2 Future Directions

Moving forward, there are several areas that I believe require further exploration.

Firstly, refining the existing scope of case studies is crucial for advancing the

development of Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) for stream processing. A recent

study [255] has exposed flaws in current time series processing benchmarks, where

those flawed benchmarks are often used to motivate the development of DSLs for

stream processing. By examining streaming computations in real-world applications

more closely, we can enhance the utility and effectiveness of stream processing DSLs.

Secondly, there is a lack of implementations of DSLs in low-level programming

languages such as C/C++, Rust, etc. Such implementations are particularly beneficial

for devices with limited computing resources, which are common in IoT systems.

While existing high-level tools like Trill [106, 111], StreamQL [87] and LifeStream [132]

offer substantial functionality, their requirement for memory-intensive installations

of virtual machines like CLR in .NET or JVM in Java makes them less suitable for

devices with memory constraints. There are some solutions implemented in C++ like

RaftLib [256] and StreamBox [191]. However, they are not focused on such constrained

devices. In this thesis, we have initiated the development of a lightweight Rust library.

Future work will involve further investigation into its application on embedded devices,

including FPGA for IoT use cases.

Last but not least, we can delve deeper into hardware-software co-design for efficient
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regex matching. This thesis discusses the hardware-software codesign for efficient regex

matching, which is inspired by the theoretical model of NCAs. In another work, we

have developed a software regex matcher called BVA-Scan [89], inspired by the model

of nondeterministic bit vector automata (NBVAs), where NBVAs are expressively

equivalent to the NCAs if the counter is bounded. Following the development of BVA-

Scan, we see the potential for a corresponding hardware architecture for regex matching

based on the model of NBVAs. This could potentially bring further reductions in

energy and memory usage.
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